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OUTLIERS IN THE SINGLE RING THEOREM
FLORENT BENAYCH-GEORGES AND JEAN ROCHET
ABSTRACT. This text is about spiked models of non-Hermitian random matrices. More specifically,
we consider matrices of the type A+P, where the rank of P stays bounded as the dimension goes to
infinity and where the matrix A is a non-Hermitian random matrix, satisfying an isotropy hypothesis:
its distribution is invariant under the left and right actions of the unitary group. The macroscopic eigen-
value distribution of such matrices is governed by the so called Single Ring Theorem, due to Guionnet,
Krishnapur and Zeitouni. We first prove that if P has some eigenvalues out of the maximal circle of
the single ring, then A+P has some eigenvalues (called outliers) in the neighborhood of those of P,
which is not the case for the eigenvalues of P in the inner cycle of the single ring. Then, we study the
fluctuations of the outliers of A around the eigenvalues of P and prove that they are distributed as the
eigenvalues of some finite dimensional random matrices. Such kind of fluctuations had already been
shown for Hermitian models. More surprising facts are that outliers can here have very various rates
of convergence to their limits (depending on the Jordan Canonical Form of P) and that some corre-
lations can appear between outliers at a macroscopic distance from each other (a fact already noticed
by Knowles and Yin in [25] in the Hermitian case, but only for non Gaussian models, whereas spiked
Gaussian matrices belong to our model and can have such correlated outliers). Our first result general-
izes a result by Tao proved specifically for matrices with i.i.d. entries, whereas the second one (about
the fluctuations) is new.
1. INTRODUCTION
We know that, most times, if one adds to a large random matrix, a finite rank perturbation, it
barely modifies its spectrum. However, we observe that the extreme eigenvalues may be altered and
deviated away from the bulk. This phenomenon has already been well understood in the Hermitian
case. It was shown under several hypotheses in [27, 17, 13, 14, 9, 10, 7, 8, 15, 24, 25] that for a large
random Hermitian matrix, if the strength of the added perturbation is above a certain threshold, then
the extreme eigenvalues of the perturbed matrix deviate at a macroscopic distance from the bulk (such
eigenvalues are usually called outliers) and have well understood fluctuations, otherwise they stick
to the bulk and fluctuate as those of the non-perturbated matrix (this phenomenon is called the BBP
phase transition, named after the authors of [3], who first brought it to light for empirical covariance
matrices). Also, Tao, O’Rourke, Renfrew, Bordenave and Capitaine studied a non-Hermitian case: in
[30, 26, 11] they considered spiked i.i.d. or elliptic random matrices and proved that for large enough
spikes, some outliers also appear at precise positions. In this paper, we study finite rank perturbations
for another natural model of non-Hermitian random matrices, namely the isotropic random matrices,
i.e. the random matrices invariant, in law, under the left and right actions of the unitary group. Such
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2 FLORENT BENAYCH-GEORGES AND JEAN ROCHET
matrices can be written
(1) A= U

s1
. . .
sn
V,
with U and V independent Haar-distributed random matrices and the si’s some positive numbers
which are independent from U and V. We suppose that the empirical distribution of the si’s tends to
a probability measure ν which is compactly supported on R+. We know that the singular values of a
random matrix with i.i.d. entries satisfy this last condition (where ν is the Marcˇenko-Pastur quarter
circular law with density pi−1
√
4− x21[0,2](x)dx, see for example [1, 2, 29, 12]), so one can see this
model as a generalization of the Ginibre matrices (i.e. matrices with i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian
entries). In [18], Guionnet, Krishnapur and Zeitouni showed that the eigenvalues of A tend to spread
over a single annulus centered in the origin as the dimension tends to infinity. Furthermore in [19],
Guionnet and Zeitouni proved the convergence in probability of the support of its ESD (Empirical
Spectral Distribution) which shows the lack of natural outliers for this kind of matrices (see Figure
1). This result has been recently improved in [6] with exponential bounds for the rate of convergence.
In this paper, we prove that, for a finite rank perturbation P with bounded operator norm, outliers of
A+P show up close to the eigenvalues of P which are outside the annulus whereas no outlier appears
inside the inner circle of the ring. Then we show (and this is the main difficulty of the paper) that the
outliers have fluctuations which are not necessarily Gaussian and whose convergence rates depend on
the shape of the perturbation, more precisely on its Jordan Canonical Form1. Let us denote by a < b
the radiuses of the circles bounding the support of the limit spectral law of A. We prove that for any
eigenvalue θ of P such that |θ |> b, if one denotes by
p1, . . . , p1︸ ︷︷ ︸
β1 times
> p2, . . . , p2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β2 times
> · · ·> pα , . . . , pα︸ ︷︷ ︸
βα times
the sizes of the blocks of type Rp(θ) (notation introduced in Footnote 1) in the Jordan Canonical
Form of P, then there are exactly β1 p1+ · · ·+βα pα outliers of A+P tending to θ and among them,
β1 p1 go to θ at rate n−1/(2p1), β2 p2 go to θ at rate n−1/(2p2), etc... (see Figure 1). Moreover, we
give the precise limit distribution of the fluctuations of these outliers around their limits. This limit
distribution is not always Gaussian but corresponds to the law of the eigenvalues of some Gaussian
matrices (possibly with correlated entries, depending on the eigenvectors of P and P∗). A surprising
fact is that some correlations can appear between the fluctuations of outliers with different limits. In
[25], for spiked Wigner matrices, Knowles and Yin had already brought to light some correlations
between outliers at a macroscopic distance from each other but it was for non Gaussian models,
whereas spiked Ginibre matrices belong to our model and can have such correlated outliers.
1Recall that any matrix M in the setM n(C) of n×n complex matrices is similar to a square block diagonal matrix
Rp1(θ1) (0)
Rp2(θ2)
. . .
(0) Rpr(θr)
 where Rp(θ) =

θ 1 (0)
. . . . . .
. . . 1
(0) θ
 ∈M p(C),
which is called the Jordan Canonical Form of M, unique up to the order of the diagonal blocks [21, Chapter 3].
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FIGURE 1. Spectrums ofA (left), ofA+P (center) and zoom on a part of the spectrum
of A+P (right), for the same matrix A (chosen as in (1) for si’s uniformly distributed
on [0.5,4] with n = 103) and P with rank 4 having one block R3(θ) and one block
R1(θ) in its Jordan Canonical Form (θ = 4+ i). We see, on the right, four outliers
around θ (θ is the red cross): three of them are at distance ≈ n−1/6 and one of them,
much closer, is at distance ≈ n−1/2. One can notice that the three ones draw an ap-
proximately equilateral triangle. This phenomenon will be explained by Theorem 2.10.
The motivations behind the study of outliers in non-Hermitian models comes mostly from the
general effort toward the understanding of the effect of a perturbation with small rank on the spectrum
of a large-dimensional operator. The Hermitian case is now quite well understood, and this text
provides a review of the question as far as outliers of isotropic non-Hermitian models are concerned.
Besides, isotropic non-Hermitian matrix models also appear in wireless networks (see e.g. the recent
preprint [31]).
2. RESULTS
2.1. Setup and assumptions. Let, for each n ≥ 1, An be a random matrix which admits the
decomposition An = UnTnVn with Tn = diag(s1, . . . ,sn) where the si’s are non negative numbers
(implicitly depending on n) and where Un and Vn are two independent random unitary matrices which
are Haar-distributed and independent from the matrix Tn. We make (part of) the assumptions of the
Single Ring Theorem [18] :
– Hypothesis 1: There is a deterministic number b≥ 0 such that as n→∞, we have the convergence
in probability
1
n
Tr(T2n)−→ b2,
– Hypothesis 2: There exists M > 0, such that P(‖Tn‖op >M)−→ 0,
– Hypothesis 3: There exist a constant κ > 0 such that
I(z) > n−κ =⇒ ∣∣I(GµTn (z))∣∣ ≤ 1κ ,
where for M a matrix, µM denotes the empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of M and for µ a proba-
bility measure, Gµ denotes the Stieltjes transform of µ , that is Gµ(z) =
∫ µ(dx)
z− x .
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Example 2.1. Thanks to [18], we know that our hypotheses are satisfied for example in the model of
random complex matrices An distributed according to the law
1
Zn
exp(−nTrV (XX∗))dX,
where dX is the Lebesgue measure of the n×n complex matrices set, V is a polynomial with positive
leading coefficient and Zn is a normalization constant. It is quite a natural unitarily invariant model.
One can notice that V (x) = x2 gives the renormalized Ginibre matrices.
Remark 2.2. If one strengthens Hypothesis 1 into the convergence in probability of the ESD µTn of
Tn to a limit probability measure ν , then by the Single Ring Theorem [18, 28], we know that the ESD
µAn of An converges, in probability, weakly to a deterministic probability measure whose support is
{z ∈ C, a≤ |z| ≤ b} where
a =
(∫
x−2ν(dx)
)−1/2
,
b =
(∫
x2ν(dx)
)1/2
.
Remark 2.3. According to [19], with a bit more work (this works consists in extracting subsequences
within which the ESD of Tn converges, so that we are in the conditions of the previous remark), we
know that there is no natural outlier outside the circle centered at zero with radius b as long as ‖Tn‖op
is bounded, even if Tn has his own outliers. In Theorem 2.6, to make also sure there is no natural
outlier inside the inner circle (when a> 0), we may suppose in addition that supn≥1 ‖T−1n ‖op < ∞.
Remark 2.4. In the case where the matrix A is a real isotropic matrix (i.e. where U and V are
Haar-distributed on the orthogonal group), despite the facts that the Single Ring Theorem still holds,
as proved in [18], and that the Weingarten calculus works quite similarly, our proof does not work
anymore: the reason is that we use in a crucial way the bound of Lemma 5.10, proved in [6] thanks to
an explicit formula for the Weingarten function of the unitary group, which has no analogue for the
orthogonal group. However, numerical simulations tend to show that similar behaviors occur, with the
difference that the radial invariance of certain limit distributions is replaced by the invariance under
the action of some discrete groups, reflecting the transition from the unitary group to the orthogonal
one.
2.2. Main results. Let us now consider a sequence of matrices Pn (possibly random, but indepen-
dent of Un,Tn and Vn) with rank lower than a fixed integer r such that ‖Pn‖op is also bounded. Then,
we have the following theorem (note that in its statement, rb, as the λi(Pn)’s, can possibly depend on
n and be random):
Theorem 2.5 (Outliers for finite rank perturbation). Suppose Hypothesis 1 to hold. Let ε > 0 be fixed
and suppose that Pn hasn’t any eigenvalues in the band {z ∈ C, b+ ε < |z|< b+3ε} for all suffi-
ciently large n, and has rb eigenvalues counted with multiplicity2 λ1(Pn), . . . ,λrb(Pn) with modulus
higher than b+3ε .
Then, with a probability tending to one, An +Pn has exactly rb eigenvalues with modulus higher
than b+2ε . Furthermore, after labeling properly,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,rb}, λi(An+Pn)−λi(Pn) (P)−→ 0.
This first result is a generalization of Theorem 1.4 of Tao’s paper [30], and so is its proof. However,
things are different inside the annulus. Indeed, the following result establishes the lack of small
outliers:
2To sort out misunderstandings: we call the multiplicity of an eigenvalue its order as a root of the characteristic
polynomial, which is greater than or equal to the dimension of the associated eigenspace.
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Theorem 2.6 (No outlier inside the bulk). Suppose that there exists M′ > 0 such that
P(‖T−1n ‖op >M′)−→ 0
and that there is a> 0 deterministic such that we have the convergence in probability
1
n
n
∑
i=1
s−2i −→
1
a2
.
Then for all δ ∈]0,a[, with a probability tending to one,
µAn+Pn ({z ∈ C, |z|< a−δ}) = 0,
where µAn+Pn is the Empirical Spectral Distribution of An+Pn.
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 are illustrated in Figure 2 (see also Figure 1). We drew circles around each
eigenvalues of Pn and we do observe the lack of outliers inside the annulus.
FIGURE 2. Eigenvalues of An +Pn for n = 5.103, ν the uniform law on [0.5,4] and
Pn = diag(1,4+ i,4− i,0, . . . ,0). The small circles are centered at 1,4+ i and 4− i,
respectively, and each have a radius 10√n (we will see later that in this particular case,
the rate of convergence of λi(An+Pn) to λi(Pn) is 1√n ).
Let us now consider the fluctuations of the outliers. We need to be more precise about the per-
turbation matrix Pn. Unlike Hermitian matrices, non-Hermitian matrices are not determined, up to a
conjugation by a unitary matrix, only by their spectrums. A key parameter here will be the Jordan
Canonical Form (JCF) of Pn. From now on, we consider a deterministic perturbation Pn of rank≤ r/2
with r an integer independent of n (denoting the upper bound on the rank of Pn by r/2 instead of r
will lighten the notations in the sequel).
As dim(ImPn+(kerPn)⊥)≤ r, one can find a unitary matrix Wn and an r× r matrix Po such that
(2) Pn = Wn
(
Po 0
0 0
)
W∗n.
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To simplify the problem, we shall suppose that Po does not depend on n (even though most of what
follows can be extended to the case where Po depends on n but converges to a fixed r× r matrix as
n→ ∞).
Let us now introduce the Jordan Canonical Form (JCF) of Po : we know that up to a basis change,
one can write Po as a direct sum of Jordan blocks, i.e. blocks of the type
(3) Rp(θ) =

θ 1 (0)
. . . . . .
. . . 1
(0) θ
 ∈M p(C) (θ ∈ C, p≥ 1).
Let us denote by θ1, . . . ,θq the distinct eigenvalues of Po which are in {|z| > b+ 3ε} (for b as in
Hypothesis 1 and ε as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5) and for each i= 1, . . . ,q, introduce a positive
integer αi, some positive integers pi,1 > · · · > pi,αi corresponding to the distinct sizes of the blocks
relative to the eigenvalue θi and βi,1, . . . ,βi,αi such that for all j, Rpi, j(θi) appears βi, j times, so that,
for a certain Q ∈ GLr(C), we have:
(4) J=Q−1PoQ= (Matrix with spec. ⊂ {|z| ≤ b+3ε})
⊕ q⊕
i=1
αi⊕
j=1

Rpi, j(θi)
. . .
Rpi, j(θi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
βi, j blocks
where ⊕ is defined, for square block matrices, by M⊕N :=
(
M 0
0 N
)
.
The asymptotic orders of the fluctuations of the eigenvalues of A˜n := An+Pn depend on the sizes
pi, j of the blocks. Actually, for each θi, we know, by Theorem 2.5, there are∑αij=1 pi j×βi, j eigenvalues
of A˜n which tend to θi : we shall write them with a tilda and a θi on the top left corner:
θi λ˜ . Theorem
2.10 below will state that for each block with size pi, j corresponding to θi of the JCF of Po, there are
pi, j eigenvalues (we shall write them with pi, j on the bottom left corner :
θi
pi, j λ˜ ) whose convergence
rate will be n−1/(2pi, j). As there are βi, j blocks of size pi, j, there are actually pi, j×βi, j eigenvalues
tending to θi with convergence rate n−1/(2pi, j) (we shall write them
θi
pi, j
λ˜s,t with s ∈ {1, . . . , pi, j} and
t ∈ {1, . . . ,βi, j}). It would be convenient to denote by Λi, j the vector with size pi, j×βi, j defined by
Λi, j :=
(
n1/(2pi, j) ·
( θi
pi, j
λ˜s,t−θi
))
1≤s≤pi, j
1≤t≤βi, j
.(5)
Let us now define the family of random matrices that we shall use to characterize the limit dis-
tribution of the Λi, j’s. For each i = 1, . . . ,q, let I(θi) (resp. J(θi)) denote the set, with cardinality
∑αij=1βi, j, of indices in {1, . . . ,r} corresponding to the first (resp. last) columns of the blocks Rpi, j(θi)
(1≤ j ≤ αi) in (4).
Remark 2.7. Note that the columns of Q (resp. of (Q−1)∗) whose index belongs to I(θi) (resp. J(θi))
are eigenvectors of Po (resp. of Po∗) associated to θi (resp. θi). Indeed, if k ∈ I(θi) and ek denotes the
k-th vector of the canonical basis, then Jek = θiek, so that Po(Qek) = θiQek.
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Now, let
(6)
(
mθik,`
)
i=1,...,q,
(k,`)∈J(θi)×I(θi)
be the random centered complex Gaussian vector with covariance
(7) E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
= 0, E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
=
b2
θiθi′−b2
e∗kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ e∗`′Q
∗Qe`,
where e1, . . . ,er are the column vectors of the canonical basis of Cr. Note that each entry of this
vector has a rotationally invariant Gaussian distribution on the complex plane.
For each i, j, let K(i, j) (resp. K(i, j)−) be the set, with cardinality βi, j (resp. ∑ j−1j′=1βi, j′), of indices
in J(θi) corresponding to a block of the type Rpi, j(θi) (resp. to a block of the type Rpi, j′ (θi) for j
′< j).
In the same way, let L(i, j) (resp. L(i, j)−) be the set, with the same cardinality as K(i, j) (resp. as
K(i, j)−), of indices in I(θi) corresponding to a block of the type Rpi, j(θi) (resp. to a block of the
type Rpi, j′ (θi) for j
′ < j). Note that K(i, j)− and L(i, j)− are empty if j = 1. Let us define the random
matrices
Mθi,Ij := [m
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)−
`∈L(i, j)−
Mθi,IIj := [m
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)−
`∈L(i, j)
(8)
Mθi,IIIj := [m
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)
`∈L(i, j)−
Mθi,IVj := [m
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)
`∈L(i, j)
and then let us define the matrix Mθij as
(9) Mθij := θi
(
Mθi,IVj −Mθi,IIIj
(
Mθi,Ij
)−1
Mθi,IIj
)
Remark 2.8. It follows from the fact that the matrix Q is invertible, that Mθi,Ij is a.s. invertible and so
is Mθij .
Remark 2.9. From the Remark 2.7 and (7), we see that each matrix Mθij essentially depends on the
eigenvectors of Pn and of P∗n associated to blocks Rpi, j(θi) in (4) and the correlations between several
Mθij ’s depend essentially on the scalar products of such vectors.
Now, we can formulate our main result.
Theorem 2.10. (1) As n goes to infinity, the random vector(
Λi, j
)
1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
defined at (5) converges jointly to the distribution of a random vector(
Λ∞i, j
)
1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
with joint distribution defined by the fact that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ q and 1 ≤ j ≤ αi, Λ∞i, j is the
collection of the pi, jth roots of the eigenvalues of Mθij defined at (9).
(2) The distributions of the random matrices Mθij are absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure and none of the coordinates of the random vector
(
Λ∞i, j
)
1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
has distri-
bution supported by a single point.
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Remark 2.11. Each non zero complex number has exactly pi, j pi, jth roots, drawing a regular pi, j-
sided polygon. Moreover, by the second part of the theorem, the spectrums of the Mθij ’s almost surely
do not contain 0, so each Λ∞i, j is actually a complex random vector with pi, j×βi, j coordinates, which
draw βi, j regular pi, j-sided polygons.
Example 2.12. For example, suppose that Pn has only one eigenvalue θ with modulus > b+2ε (i.e.
q= 1), with multiplicity 4 (i.e. rb = 4). Then five cases can occur (illustrated by simulations in Figure
3, see also Figure 1, corresponding to the case (b)):
(a) The JCF of Pn for θ has one block with size 4 (so that α1 = 1, (p1,1,β1,1) = (4,1)) : then
the 4 outliers of A˜n are the vertices of a square with center ≈ θ and size ≈ n−1/8 (their limit
distribution is the one of the four fourth roots of the complex Gaussian variable θmθ1,1 with
covariance given by (7)).
(b) The JCF of Pn for θ has one block with size 3 and one block with size 1 (so that α1 = 2,
(p1,1,β1,1) = (3,1), (p1,2,β1,2) = (1,1)) : then the 4 outliers of A˜n are the vertices of an
equilateral triangle with center ≈ θ and size ≈ n−1/6 plus a point at distance ≈ n−1/2 from
θ (the three first ones behave like the three third roots of the variable θmθ1,1 and the last one
behaves like θ(mθ4,4−mθ1,4mθ4,1/mθ1,1) where mθ1,1,mθ1,4,mθ4,1,mθ4,4 are Gaussian variables with
correlations given by (7)).
(c) The JCF of Pn for θ has two blocks with size 2 (so that α1 = 1, (p1,1,β1,1) = (2,2)) : then
the 4 outliers of A˜n are the extremities of two crossing segments with centers ≈ θ and size
≈ n−1/4 (their limit distribution is the one of the square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix
Mθ1 = θ
(
mθ1,1 m
θ
1,3
mθ3,1 m
θ
3,3
)
where mθ1,1,m
θ
1,3,m
θ
3,1,m
θ
3,3 are Gaussian variables with correlations given by (7)).
(d) The JCF of Pn for θ has one block with size 2 and two blocks with size 1 (so that α1 = 2,
(p1,1,β1,1) = (2,1), (p1,2,β1,2) = (1,2) ) : then the 4 outliers of A˜n are the extremities of a
segment with center ≈ θ and size ≈ n−1/4 plus two points at distance ≈ n−1/2 from θ (the
two first ones behave like the square roots of θmθ1,1 and the two last ones behave like the
eigenvalues of the matrix
Mθ2 = θ
(
mθ3,3 m
θ
3,4
mθ4,3 m
θ
4,4
)
− θ
mθ1,1
(
mθ3,1
mθ4,1
)(
mθ1,3 m
θ
1,4
)
where the mθi, j’s are Gaussian variables with correlations given by (7)).
(e) The JCF of Pn for θ has four blocks with size 1 (so that α1 = 1, (p1,1,β1,1) = (1,4)) : then
the 4 outliers of A˜n are four points at distance ≈ n−1/2 from θ (their limit distribution is the
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one of the eigenvalues of the matrix
Mθ1 = θ

mθ1,1 m
θ
1,2 m
θ
1,3 m
θ
1,4
mθ2,1 m
θ
2,2 m
θ
2,3 m
θ
2,4
mθ3,1 m
θ
3,2 m
θ
3,3 m
θ
3,4
mθ4,1 m
θ
4,2 m
θ
4,3 m
θ
4,4

where the mθi, j’s are Gaussian variables with correlations given by (7)).
(a) The blue dots draw a square with center
≈ θ at distance ≈ n−1/8 from θ
(b) The blue dots draw an equilateral trian-
gle with center ≈ θ at distance ≈ n−1/6 from
θ plus a point at distance ≈ n−1/2 from θ
(c) The blue dots draw two crossing seg-
ments with centers ≈ θ and lengths ≈ n−1/4
(d) The blue dots draw a segmentwith center
≈ θ and length ≈ n−1/4 plus two points at
distance ≈ n−1/2 from θ
FIGURE 3. The four first cases of Example 2.12 (the fifth one, less visual, does not
appear here): the red cross is θ and the blue circular dots are the outliers of An +Pn
tending to θ1. Each figure is made with the simulation of An a renormalized Ginibre
matrix with size 2.103 plus Pn (whose choice depends of course of the case) with
θ = 2.
2.3. Examples.
2.3.1. Uncorrelated case. Let us suppose that
∀i, i′ = 1, . . . ,q, ∀(k, `,k′, `′) ∈ J(θi)× I(θi)× J(θi′)× I(θi′),(10)
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e∗kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ · e∗`′Q∗Qe` = 1k=k′, `=`′
Note that it is the case when in (7), Q is unitary, i.e. when P is unitarily conjugated to
(
J 0
0 0
)
, with
J as in (4).
By (7), Hypothesis (10) implies that the entries mθik,` of the random vector of (6) are independent
and that each mθik,` has a distribution which depends only on θi. Let us introduce some notation. For
β a positive integer, we define3
Ginibre(β ) := β ×β random matrix with i.i.d. NC(0,1) entries,(11)
Ginibre(β ,β ′) := β ×β ′ random matrix with i.i.d. NC(0,1) entries,(12)
and we get the following corollary:
Corollary 2.13. If Hypothesis (10) holds, then :
(1) the collection of random vectors (Λi,1,Λi,2, . . . ,Λi,αi), indexed by i = 1, . . . ,q, i.e. by the dis-
tinct limit outliers θi, is asymptotically independent,
(2) for each i = 1, . . . ,q and each j = 1, . . . ,αi, the matrix Mθij is distributed as:
• if j = 1, then
Mθij ∼
θi b√
|θi|2−b2
Ginibre(βi, j),
• if j > 1, then
Mθij ∼
θi b√
|θi|2−b2
(
Ginibre(βi, j)−Ginibre(βi, j,ρi, j)×Ginibre(ρi, j)−1×Ginibre(ρi, j,βi, j)
)
,
where the four Ginibre matrices involved if j> 1 are independent and where ρi, j =∑ j−1j′=1βi, j′ .
Remark 2.14.
• The first part of this corollary means that under Hypothesis (10), the fluctuations of outliers of
A˜n with different limits are independent. We will see below that it is not always true anymore
if Hypothesis (10) does not hold.
• In the second part of this corollary, j = 1 means that pi, j = max j′ pi, j′ , i.e. that we consider
the outliers of A˜n at the largest possible distance (≈ n−1/(2pi,1)) from θi.
• In the second part of the corollary, for j > 1, the four matrices involved are independent, but
the Mθij ’s are not independent as j varies (the reason is that the matrix M
θi,I
j of (9) contains
Mθi,IVj′ as a submatrix as soon as j
′ < j).
• If one weakens Hypothesis (10) by supposing it to hold only for i = i′ (resp. i 6= i′), then only
the second (resp. first) part of the corollary stays true.
The i = i′ case of the last point of the previous remark implies the following corollary.
3For any σ > 0,NC(0,σ2) denotes the centered Gaussian law on C with covariance 12
(
σ2 0
0 σ2
)
.
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Corollary 2.15. If, for a certain i, αi = βi,1 = 1 (i.e. if θi is an eigenvalue of P with multiplicity4 pi,1
but with associated eigenspace having dimension one), then the random vector(
n1/(2pi,1) ·
(
θi
pi,1
λ˜s,1−θi
))
1≤s≤pi,1
converges in distribution to the vector of the pi,1th roots of aNC(0, b
2
|θi|2(|θi|2−b2)) random variable.
2.3.2. Correlated case. If Hypothesis (10) does not hold anymore, then the individual and joint dis-
tributions of the random matrices Mθij are not anymore related to Ginibre matrices as in Corollary
2.13: the entries of the matrices Mθi,I,II,III,IVj of (9) can have non uniform variances, even be corre-
lated, and one can also have correlations between the entries of two matrices Mθij , M
θi′
j′ for θi 6= θi′ .
This last case has the surprising consequence that outliers of A˜n with different limits can be asymp-
totically correlated. Such a situation had so far only been brought to light, by Knowles and Yin in
[25], for deformation of non Gaussian Wigner matrices. Note that in our model no restriction on the
distributions of the deformed matrix An is made (An can for example be a renormalized Ginibre ma-
trix). The following corollary gives an example of a simple situation where such correlations occur.
This simple situation corresponds to the following case : we suppose that for some i 6= i′ in {1, . . . ,q},
we have βi,1 = βi′,1 = 1. We let ` and `′ (resp. k and k′) denote the indices in {1, . . . ,r} corresponding
to the last (resp. first) columns of the block Rpi,1(θi) and of the block Rpi′,1(θi′) and set
(13) K := e∗kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ · e∗`′Q∗Qe`.
We will see in the next corollary that as soon as K 6= 0, the fluctuations of outliers at macroscopic
distance from each other (i.e. with distinct limits) are not independent. Set
(14)
σ2 :=
|θi|2b2
|θi|2−b2 e
∗
kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek · e∗`Q∗Qe` , σ ′2 :=
|θi′|2b2
|θi′|2−b2
e∗k′Q
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ · e∗`′Q∗Qe`′.
Corollary 2.16. Under this hypothesis, for any 1 ≤ s ≤ pi,1 and any 1 ≤ s′ ≤ pi′,1, as n→ ∞, the
random vector
(15) (Zn,Z′n) :=
(√
n
(
θi
pi,1
λ˜s,1−θi
)pi,1
,
√
n
(
θi′
pi′,1
λ˜s′,1−θi′
)pi′,1)
converges in distribution to a complex centered Gaussian vector (Z,Z′) defined by
(16) Z ∼NC(0,σ2) , Z′ ∼NC(0,σ ′2) , E[ZZ′] = 0 , E[ZZ′] = θiθi
′ b2 K
θiθi′−b2
.
Example 2.17. Let us illustrate this corollary (which is already an example) by a still more particular
example. Suppose that An is a renormalized Ginibre matrix and that for θ = 1.5+ i, θ ′ = 3+ i and
for κ ∈ R\{−1,1}, Po is given by
Po = Q
(
θ 0
0 θ ′
)
Q−1 , Q =
(
1 κ
κ 1
)
.
In this case, q = 2, α1 = α2 = p1,1 = p2,1 = β1,1 = β2,1 = 1 and `= k = 1, `′ = k′ = 2. Thus An+Pn
has two outliers λ˜n :=
θ
p1,1
λ˜1,1 and λ˜ ′n :=
θ ′
p2,1
λ˜1,1 and one can compute the numbers K,σ ,σ ′ of (13),
4Let us recall that what is here called the multiplicity of an eigenvalue its order as a root of the characteristic polynomial,
which is not smaller than the dimension of the associated eigenspace.
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(14) and get
(17)
σ2 =
(1+κ2)2
(1−|θ |−2)(1−κ2)2 σ
′2 =
(1+κ2)2
(1−|θ ′|−2)(1−κ2)2 E[ZZ
′] =
−4κ2
(1− (θθ ′)−1)(1−κ2)2 .
We see that for κ = 0, Zn =
√
n(λ˜ − θ) and Z′n =
√
n(λ˜ ′− θ ′) are asymptotically independent, but
that for κ 6= 0, Zn and Z′n are not asymptotically independent anymore. This phenomenon and the
accuracy of the approximation (Zn,Z′n) ≈ (Z,Z′) for n 1 are illustrated by Table 1 and Figure 4,
where 103 samples of (Zn,Z′n) have been simulated for n = 103.
E[|Z|2] E[|Z′|2] E[ZZ′]
κ = 0 κ = 2−1/2 κ = 0 κ = 2−1/2 κ = 0 κ = 2−1/2
Theorical 1.444 13.0 1.111 10.0 0.0 −8.755−1.358i
Empirical 1.492 12.72 1.107 10.04 0.00616−0.00235i −8.917−1.317i
TABLE 1. Comparison between theoretical asymptotic formulas (16) and (17) and a
Monte-Carlo numerical computation made out of 103 matrices with size n = 103.
(a) κ = 0 : uncorrelated case. (b) κ = 2−1/2 : correlated case. The straight line is
the theoretical optimal regression line (i.e. the line
with equation y = ax where a minimizes the vari-
ance of Y −aX , computed thanks to the asymptotic
formulas (16) and (17)): one can notice that it fits
well with the empirical datas.
FIGURE 4. Lack of correlation/correlation between outliers with different limits :
abscissas (resp. ordinates) of the dots are X := ℑ(Zn) (resp. Y := ℑ(Z′n)) for 103
independent copies of (Zn,Z′n) (computed thanks to matrices with size n = 103 as for
Table 1).
2.4. Preliminaries to the proofs. First, for notational brevity, from now on, n will be an implicit
parameter (A := An, P := Pn, . . . ), except in case of ambiguity.
Secondly, from now on, we shall suppose that T is deterministic. Indeed, once the results es-
tablished with T deterministic, as T is independent from the others random variables and the only
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relevant parameter b is deterministic, we can condition on T and apply the deterministic result. So we
suppose that T is deterministic and that there is a constant M independent of n such that for all n,
‖T‖op ≤M.
Thirdly, as the set of probability measures supported by [0,M] is compact, up to an extraction, one
can suppose that there is a probability measure Θ on [0,M] such that the ESD of T converges to Θ
as n→ ∞. We will work within this subsequence. This could seem to give a partial convergence
result, but in fact, what is proved is that from any subsequence, one can extract a subsequence which
converges to the limit given by the theorem. This is of course enough for the proof. Note that by
Hypothesis 1, we have b2 =
∫
x2Θ(dx). Having supposed that the ESD of T converges to Θ insures
that A satisfies the hypotheses5 of the Single Ring Theorem of [18] and of the paper [19]. We will use
it once, in the proof of Lemma 6.1, where we need one of the preliminary results of [19].
At last, notice that A+P and V(A+P)V∗ have the same spectrum, that
(18) V(A+P)V∗ = VUT+VPV∗,
and that as U and V are independent Haar-distributed matrices, VU and V are also Haar-distributed
and independent. It follows that we shall, instead of the hypotheses made above the statement of
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3, suppose that:
(19) A= UT with T deterministic and U Haar-distributed
and P is independent of A and invariant, in law, by conjugation by any unitary matrix.
In the sequel EU will denote the expectation with respect to the randomness of U and not to the one
of P. In the same way, EP will denote the expectation with respect to the randomness of P.
2.5. Sketch of the proofs. We start with the following trick, now quite standard in spiked models.
Let B ∈M n×r(C) and C ∈M r×n(C) such that P = BC (where M p×q(C) denotes the rectangular
complex matrices of size p×q). Then
det(zI− A˜) = det(zI− (A+P))
= det(zI−A)det(I− (zI−A)−1P)
= det(zI−A)det(I− (zI−A)−1BC)
= det(zI−A)det(I−C(zI−A)−1B).(20)
For the last step, we used the fact that for all M ∈M r×n and N ∈M n×r(C), det(Ir +MN) =
det(In+NM). Therefore, the eigenvalues z of A˜ which are not eigenvalues of A are characterized by
(21) det
(
I−C(zI−A)−1B) = 0.
In view of (20), as previously done by Tao in [30], we introduce the meromorphic functions (implicitly
depending on n)
f (z) := det
(
I−C(zI−A)−1B) = det(zI− A˜)
det(zI−A) ,(22)
5There is actually another assumption in the Single Ring Theorem [18], but Rudelson and Vershynin recently showed
in [28] that it was unnecessary. In [4], Basak Dembo also weakened the hypotheses (roughly allowing Hypothesis 3 not
to hold on a small enough set, so that ν is allowed to have some atoms). As it follows from the recent preprint [6] that the
convergence of the extreme eigenvalues first established in [19] also works in this case, we could harmlessly weaken our
hypotheses down to the ones of [4].
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g(z) := det
(
I−C(zI)−1B) = det(zI−P)
det(zI)
(23)
and aim to study the zeros of f .
• The proof of Theorem 2.5 (eigenvalues outside the outer circle) relies on the fact that on the
domain {|z|> b+2ε}, f (z)≈ g(z). This follows from the fact that for |z|> b+2ε , the n×n matrix
(zI−A)−1− z−1I has small entries, and even satisfies
(24) x∗((zI−A)−1− z−1I)y 1
for deterministic unitary column vectors x,y.
• The proof of Theorem 2.6 (lack of eigenvalues inside the inner circle) relies on the fact that for
|z|< a−δ , ∥∥C(zI−A)−1B∥∥op < 1. We will see that it follows from estimates as the one of (24) for
A replaced by A−1.
• The most difficult part of the article is the proof of Theorem 2.10 about the fluctuations of the
outliers around their limits θi (1≤ i≤ q). As the outliers are the zeros of f , we shall expand f around
any fixed θi. Specifically, for each block size pi, j (1 ≤ j ≤ αi), we prove at Lemma 5.1 that for
pii, j := ∑l> j βi,l pi,l and M
θi
j the matrix with size
6 βi, j defined above, we have
(25) f
(
θi+
z
n1/(2pi, j)
)
≈ zpii, j ·det
(
zpi, j −Mθij
)
.
This proves that A+ P has pii, j outliers tending to θi at rate  n−1/(2pi, j), has pi, j × βi, j outliers
tending to θi at rate n−1/(2pi, j) and that these pi, j×βi, j outliers are distributed as the pi, jth roots of
the eigenvalues of Mθij . We see that the key result in this proof is the estimate (25). To prove it, we
first specify the choice of the already introduced matrices B ∈M n×r(C) and C ∈M r×n(C) such that
P= BC by imposing moreover that CB= J (recall that J is the r× r Jordan Canonical Form of P of
(4)). Then, for
z˜ := θi+
z
n1/(2pi, j)
, Xz˜n :=
√
nC((z˜I−A)−1− z˜−1I)B ,
we write
f (z˜) = det
(
I− 1
z˜
J− 1√
n
Xz˜n
)
= det
(
I−θ−1i J+θ−1i
(
1− 1
1+n−1/(2pi, j)zθ−1i
)
J− 1√
n
Xz˜n
)
≈ det
(
I−θ−1i J+
zθ−2i
n1/(2pi, j)
J− 1√
n
Xz˜n
)
(26)
At this point, one has to note that (obviously) det
(
I−θ−1i J
)
= 0 and that (really not obviously) the
r× r random array Xz˜n converges in distribution to a Gaussian array as n→ ∞ (this is proved thanks
to the Weingarten calculus). Then the result will follow from a Taylor expansion of (26) and a careful
look at the main contributions to the determinant.
6Recall the βi, j is the number of blocks Rpi, j(θi) in the JCF of P.
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3. EIGENVALUES OUTSIDE THE OUTER CIRCLE : PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5
We start with Equations (20) and (21), established in the previous Section, and the functions f and
g, introduced at (22) and (23).
Lemma 3.1. As n goes to infinity, we have
sup
|z|≥b+2ε
| f (z)−g(z)| (P)−→ 0.
Before proving the lemma, let us explain how it allows to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.5. The
poles of f and g are respectively eigenvalues of the A and of the null matrix, hence for n large enough,
they have no pole in the region {z ∈ C ; |z|> b+2ε}, whereas their zeros in this region are precisely
the eigenvalues of respectively A˜ and P that are in this region. But |g| admits the following lower
bound on the circle with radius b+ ε : as we assumed that any eigenvalue of P is at least at distance
at least ε from {z ∈ C ; |z|= b+2ε}, one has
inf
|z|=b+2ε
|g(z)| = inf
|z|=b+2ε
∏ni=1 |z−λi(P)|
|z|n ≥
(
ε
b+2ε
)r
,
so that by the previous lemma, with probability tending to one,
∀z ∈ C, |z|= b+2ε =⇒ | f (z)−g(z)|< |g(z)|,
and so, by Rouche´’s Theorem [5, p. 131], we know that inside the region {z ∈ C, |z| ≤ b+2ε}, f and
g have the same number of zeros (since they both have n poles). Therefore, as their total number of
zeros is n, f and g have the same number of zeros outside this region.
Also, Lemma 3.1 allows to conclude that, after a proper labeling
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,rb}, λi(A˜)−λi(P) (P)−→ 0.
Indeed, for each fixed i ∈ {1, . . . ,rb},
r
∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣1− λ j(P)λi(A˜)
∣∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣g(λi(A˜))∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ f (λi(A˜))−g(λi(A˜))∣∣∣
≤ sup
|z|≥b+2ε
| f (z)−g(z)| (P)−→ 0.
Let us now explain how to prove Lemma 3.1. One can notice at first that it suffices to prove that
sup
|z|≥b+2ε
∥∥C(zI−A)−1B−C(zI)−1B∥∥op (P)−→ 0,(27)
simply because the function det :M r(C)→ C is Lipschitz over every bounded set ofM r(C). Then,
the proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on both following lemmas (whose proofs are postponed to Section
6).
Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant C1 > 0 such that the event
E n := {∀k ≥ 1, ‖Ak‖op ≤ C1 · (b+ ε)k}
has probability tending to one as n tends to infinity.
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Lemma 3.3. For all k ≥ 0, as n goes to infinity, we have
‖CAkB‖op (P)−→ 0.
On the event E n defined at Lemma 3.2 above, we write, for |z| ≥ b+2ε ,
C(zI−A)−1B−C(zI)−1B = C
+∞
∑
k=1
Ak
zk+1
B.
and it suffices to write that for any δ > 0,
P
(
sup
|z|≥b+2ε
∥∥C(zI−A)−1B−C(zI)−1B∥∥op > δ
)
≤ P(E cn)+P
(
k0
∑
k=1
∥∥CAkB∥∥op
(b+2ε)k+1
>
δ
2
)
+P
E n and
∥∥∥∥∥C +∞∑k=k0+1 A
k
(b+2ε)k+1
B
∥∥∥∥∥
op
>
δ
2
 .
By to Lemma 3.2 and the fact that C and B are uniformly bounded (see Remark 5.2), we can find k0 so
that the last event has a vanishing probability. Then, by Lemma 3.3, the probability of the last-but-one
event goes to zero as n tends to infinity. This gives (27) and then Lemma 3.1.
4. LACK OF EIGENVALUES INSIDE THE INNER CIRCLE : PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6
Our goal here is to show that for all δ ∈]0,a[, with probability tending to one, the function f
defined at (22) has no zero in the region {z ∈ C, |z|< a−δ}. Recall that
f (z) = det
(
I−C(zI−A)−1B) ,
so that a simple sufficient condition would be
∥∥C(zI−A)−1B∥∥op < 1 for all |z| < a− δ . Thus, it
suffices to prove that with probability tending to one as n tends to infinity,
sup
|z|<a−δ
∥∥C(zI−A)−1B∥∥op < 1.
By Remark 2.3, we know that A is invertible. As in Section 3, we write, for all |z|< a−δ ,
C(zI−A)−1B = −CA−1 (I− zA−1)−1B
= −C
∞
∑
k=1
zk−1A−kB.
The idea is to see A−1 as an isotropic random matrix such as A, since A−1 = V∗ diag( 1s1 , . . . ,
1
sn
)U∗,
and satisfies the same kind of hypothesis. Indeed, Hypotheses 1 and 2 are automatiquelly satisfied
because a > 0 (see Remark 2.3), and the following lemma, proved in Section 6.2, insures us that
Hypotheses 3 is also satisfied.
Lemma 4.1. There exist a constant κ˜ > 0 such that
I(z) > n−κ˜ ⇒
∣∣∣I(GµT−1 (z))∣∣∣ ≤ 1κ˜ .
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Thus, according to [19], the support of µA−1 converges in probability to the annulus{
z ∈ C, b−1 ≤ |z| ≤ a−1} as n→ ∞, and so, according to (27),
sup
|ξ |>a−1+ε
C
∞
∑
k=1
A−k
ξ k+1
B
(P)−→ 0.
Therefore
P
(
sup
|z|<a−δ
∥∥C(zI−A)−1B∥∥op < 1
)
≥ 1−P
 sup
|ξ |>a−1+ε
∥∥∥∥∥C ∞∑k=1 A
−k
ξ k−1
B
∥∥∥∥∥
op
> 1
 −→ 1 ,
with a proper choice for ε . 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.10
5.1. Lemma 5.1 granted proof of Theorem 2.10. Recall that we write P= BC and we know that
(28) sup
|z|>b+2ε
∥∥∥C(zI−A)−1B− z−1CB∥∥∥
op
(P)−→ 0,
(again, for notational brevity, n will be an implicit parameter, except in case of ambiguity).
Following the ideas of [7], we shall need to differentiate the function f defined at (22) to understand
the fluctuations of λ˜ −θ , and to do so, we shall need to be more accurate in the convergence in (28).
Let us first state our key lemma, whose proof is postponed in Section 5.3. Recall from (4) that we
supposed the JCF of P to have, for the eigenvalue θi, βi,1 blocks with size pi,1, . . . . . . , βi,αi blocks
with size pi,αi . Recall also that
f (z) = det
(
I−C(zI−A)−1B) .
Lemma 5.1. For all j ∈ {1, . . . ,αi}, let Fθij (z) be the rational function defined by
(29) Fθij (z) := f
(
θi+
z
n1/(2pi, j)
)
.
Then, there exists a collection of positive constants (γi, j)1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
and a collection of non vanishing
random variables (Ci, j)1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
independent of z, such that we have the convergence in distribution
(for the topology of the uniform convergence over any compact set)(
nγi, jFθij (·)
)
1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
−→
n→∞
(
z ∈ C 7→ zpii, j ·Ci, j ·det
(
zpi, j −Mθij
))
1≤i≤q
1≤ j≤αi
where Mθij is the random matrix introduced at (7) and pii, j := ∑l> j βi,l pi,l .
To end the proof of Theorem 2.10, we make sure that we have the right number of eigenvalues of
A˜ thanks to complex analysis considerations (Cauchy formula) :
• Eigenvalues tending to θi with the highest convergence rate :
- Lemma 5.1 tells us that on any compact set, Fθij and z
pii, j det(zpi, j −Mθij ) have the exact
same number of roots (for any large enough n, the poles of Fθij leave any compact set),
so, for the smallest block size pi,αi , we know that F
θi
αi has exactly βi,αi× pi,αi roots which
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do not eventually leave any compact set as n goes to infinity.
- Moreover, we know that the only roots of Fθiα j are the n
1/(2pi,αi)(λ˜ −θi)’s where λ˜ are the
eigenvalues of A˜.
- We conclude that there are exactly βi,αi× pi,αi eigenvalues
(
θi
pi,αi
λ˜s,t
)
1≤s≤pi,αi
1≤t≤βi,αi
of A˜ such
that
n1/(2pi,αi)
(
θi
pi,αi
λ˜s,t−θi
)
= O(1) ,
and thanks to Lemma 5.1, we know that the n1/2pi,αi
(
θi
pi,αi
λ˜s,t−θi
)
’s satisfy the equation
det(zpi,αi −Mθiαi)+o(1) = 0
and so are tighted and converge jointly in distribution to the pi, jth roots of the eigenvalues
ofMθiαi . AsM
θi
αi is a. s. invertible (recall Remark 2.8), none of the n
1/2pi,αi
(
θi
pi,αi
λ˜s,t−θi
)
’s
converge to 0.
• Then, we take the second smallest size pi,αi−1 and work likewise: we know there are exactly
pii,αi−1+βi,αi−1× pi,αi−1 = βi,αi× pi,αi +βi,αi−1× pi,αi−1
eigenvalues of A˜ such that
n1/2pi,αi−1
(
λ˜ −θi
)
= O(1).
We know that the eigenvalues
θi
pi,αi
λ˜s,t (1 ≤ s ≤ pi,αi , 1 ≤ t ≤ βi,αi) are among them (because
pi,αi−1 > pi,αi) so there are βi,αi−1× pi,αi−1 other eigenvalues
(
θi
pi,αi−1
λ˜s,t
)
1≤s≤pi,αi−1
1≤t≤βi,αi−1
of A˜
such that
n1/2pi,αi−1
(
θi
pi,αi−1
λ˜s,t−θi
)
= O(1) .
It follows that
(
θi
pi,αi−1
λ˜s,t
)
1≤s≤pi,αi−1
1≤t≤βi,αi−1
converges jointly in distribution to the pthi,αi−1 roots of
the eigenvalues of Mθiαi−1 (which are almost surely non zero).
• At each step, pipi, j corresponds to the number of eigenvalues we have already “discovered”
and which go to θi faster than n−1/(2pi, j) (because pi,αi < · · · < pi,1), and so it explains the
presence of the factor zpii, j before det(zpi, j −Mθij ) the previous lemma. So one can continue
this induction and conclude. that way, we get the exact number of eigenvalues of A˜.
It remains now to prove Lemma 5.1. We begin with the convergence of z 7→ Xzn.
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5.2. Convergence of z 7→ Xzn. Recall that in order to simplify, we wrote, at (2),
P = W
(
Po 0
0 0
)
W∗ = W
(
QJQ−1 0
0 0
)
W∗,
where J is a Jordan Canonical Form and W is supposed to be Haar-distributed from (19). We also
wrote P= BC without specifying any choice. For now on, we shall set down
(30) B := W
(
QJ
0
)
∈M n×r(C) and C :=
(
Q−1 0
)
W∗ ∈M r×n(C).
One can easily notice that
(31) CB = J ; B∗B = J∗Q∗QJ ; CC∗ = Q−1(Q−1)∗,
so that all these matrix products do not depend on n.
Remark 5.2. With this specific choice, the norm of the matrix B (resp. C) is uniformly bounded by
‖QJ‖op (resp. ‖Q−1‖) which doesn’t depend on n.
For |z|> b+2ε , we define theM r(C)-valued random variable
(32) Xzn :=
√
nC
(
(zI−A)−1− z−1
)
B.
Lemma 5.3. As n goes to infinity, the finite dimensional marginals of (Xzn)|z|>b+2ε converge to the
ones of a centered complex Gaussian process (Xz = [xzi, j]1≤i, j≤r)|z|>b+2ε such that for all θ ,θ
′ in
{|z|> b+2ε},
• xθi, j ∼ NC
(
0, b
2
|θ |2
1
|θ |2−b2 · e∗i CC∗ei · e∗jB∗Be j
)
,
• E
(
xθi, jx
θ ′
k,l
)
= 0, E
(
xθi, jx
θ ′
k,l
)
= b
2
θθ ′
1
θθ ′−b2 · e∗i CC∗ek · e∗l B∗Be j.
Recall now that the event E n has been defined at Lemma 3.2 and has probability tending to one.
Lemma 5.4. There is C finite such that for n large enough, on {|z|> b+2ε},
E
(
1E n
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂ zXzn
∥∥∥∥4
)
≤C,
where ‖ · ‖ denotes a norm onM r(C).
We deduce, by e.g. [23, Cor. 14.9] (slightly modified because of the presence of 1E n), that as
n→ ∞, the random process (Xzn)|z|>b+2ε converges weakly, for the topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets, to the random process (Xz)|z|>b+2ε
5.2.1. Proof of lemma 5.3. Let us fix an integer p, some complex numbers z1, . . . ,zp from {|z| >
b+2ε}, some complex numbers ν1, . . . ,νp and some integers i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp in {1, . . . ,r} and define
Gn :=
p
∑
t=1
νte∗itX
zt
n e jt .
At first, we notice that on the event E n of Lemma 3.2, we can rewrite Gn this way
Gn =
√
n
p
∑
t=1
νte∗itC∑
k≥1
Ak
zk+1t
Be jt =
√
n
p
∑
t=1
νtc∗t ∑
k≥1
Ak
zk+1t
bt .
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where bt designates the jt-th column of B and ct the it-th column of C∗. As P(E n) −→ 1, E cn is
irrelevant to weak convergence (see details below at (36)), here is what we shall do :
• Step one : We set
(33) σ2 := ∑
i,i′
νiν i′
b2
zizi′
b∗i′bic
∗
i ci′
zizi′−b2
> 0,
and prove that for all fixed integer k0, there is ηk0 such that
Gn,k0 :=
√
n
p
∑
t=1
νt
k0
∑
k=1
c∗t Akbt
zk+1t
(d)−→ Zk0
(d)
:= NC
(
0,σ2−ηk0
)
,(34)
ant that ηk0 → 0 when k0→ ∞. Note that σ2 doesn’t depend on n thanks to (31).
• Step two : We show that the rest shall be neglected for large enough k0. More precisely, for
all δ > 0, we prove that there exists a large enough integer k0 such that
limsup
n→∞
E
(
1E n×
∣∣∣√n p∑
t=1
νt ∑
k>k0
c∗t Akbt
zk+1t
∣∣∣) ≤ δ .(35)
(for E n the event of Lemma 3.2 above). After that, we shall easily conclude. Indeed, to prove that
Gn converges in distribution to NC
(
0,σ2
)
it suffices to prove that, for any Lipstichtz bounded test
function F with Lipschitz constantLF ,
E [F(Gn)] −→ E [F(Z)] ,
where Z is a random variable such that Z
(d)
=NC
(
0,σ2
)
. So, we write
|E [F(Gn)−F(Z)]| ≤
∣∣E[F(Gn)−F(Gn,k0)]∣∣+ ∣∣E[F(Gn,k0)−F(Zk0)]∣∣+(36) ∣∣E[F(Zk0)−F(Z)]∣∣
≤ 2‖F‖∞P(E cn)+LF E
(
1E n×
∣∣∣√n p∑
t=1
νt ∑
k>k0
c∗t Akbt
zk+1t
∣∣∣)+∣∣E[F(Gn,k0)]−E[F(Zk0)]∣∣+LF E ∣∣Zk0−Z∣∣
which can be made as small as needed by (34) and (35) if Z and Zk0 are coupled in the right way.
• Proof of step one : Convergence of the finite sum.
Let us fix a positive integer k0. Our goal here is to determine the limits of all the moments of the r.v.
Gn,k0 defined at (34) to conclude it is indeed asymptotically Gaussian. More precisely, we have
Lemma 5.5. There exists σ > 0 and ηk0 such that limk0→∞ηk0 = 0 and such that for all large enough
k0 and all non negative distinct integers q,s,
E
[∣∣Gn,k0∣∣2q] = q! · (σ2−ηk0)q+o(1) and E[Gqn,k0Gsn,k0] = o(1).
To prove Lemma 5.5, we need to recall a main result about integration with respect to the Haar
measure on unitary group, (see [16, Cor. 2.4 and Cor. 2.7]),
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Proposition 5.6. Let k be a positive integer and U = (ui, j) a Haar-distributed matrix. Let (i1, . . . , ik),
(i′1, . . . , i
′
k), ( j1, . . . , jk) and ( j
′
1, . . . , j
′
k) be four k-tuple of {1, . . . ,n}. Then
E
[
ui1, j1 · · ·uik, jkui′1, j′1 · · ·ui′k, j′k
]
= ∑
σ ,τ∈Sk
δi1,i′σ(1) . . .δik,i′σ(k)δ j1, j′τ(1) . . .δ jk, j′τ(k) Wg(τσ
−1),(37)
where Wg is a function called the Weingarten function. Moreover, for σ ∈ Sk, the asymptotical
behavior of Wg(σ) is given by
nk+|σ |Wg(σ) = Moeb(σ)+O
(
1
n2
)
,(38)
where |σ | denotes the minimal number of factors necessary to write σ as a product of transpositions,
and Moeb denotes a function called the Mo¨bius function.
Remark 5.7. a) The permutation σ for which Wg(σ) will have the largest order is the only one
satisfying |σ | = 0, i.e. σ = id. As a consequence, the only thing we have to know here about the
Mo¨bius function is that Moeb(id) = 1 (see [16]).
b) Notice that if for all p 6= q, ip 6= iq and jp 6= jq, then there is at most one non zero term in the
RHT of (37).
Lemma 5.5 follows from the following technical lemma (we use the index m in {·}m to denote a
multiset, i.e. {x1, . . . ,xk}m is the class of the k-tuple (x1, . . . ,xk) under the action of the symmetric
group Sk).
Lemma 5.8. Let k1, . . . ,kq and l1, . . . , ls be some positive integers, let i1, . . . , iq, i′1, . . . , i
′
s be some inte-
gers of {1, . . . ,r}. Then :
(1) If
{
k1, . . . ,kq
}
m 6= {l1, . . . , ls}m, we have
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1bi1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqbiq
√
nc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗i′sA
lsbi′s
]
= o(1)
(2) In the other case, s = q and one can suppose that l1 = k1, . . . , lq = kq. Under such an assump-
tion, we have
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1b j1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqb jq
√
nc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗i′sA
lsbi′s
]
= b2(k1+···+kq) ∑
σ∈Sk1,...,kq
q
∏
t=1
b∗i′σ(t)bitc
∗
itci′σ(t)+o(1)
where Sk1,...,kq is the set of permutations of {1, . . . ,q} such that for each t = 1, . . . ,q, kt = kσ(t).
(3) Moreover,
∑
1≤k1,...,kq=k0
1≤k′1,...,k′q≤k0
E
√nc∗i1 Ak1zk1+1i1 bi1
√
nc∗i′1
Ak′1
zk
′
1+1
i′1
bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗iq
Akq
zkq+1iq
biq
√
nc∗i′q
Ak′q
z
k′q+1
i′q
bi′q

= ∑
σ∈Sq
q
∏
t=1
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
1−
(
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
)k0
zit zi′σ(t)−b2
b∗i′σ(t)bitc
∗
itci′σ(t)+o(1) .
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Let us briefly explain the main ideas of the proof of this lemma (detailed proof is given in Section
6). First, let us recall that A= UT, so that these expectations expand as sums of terms as
E
[
ui0,1,i1,1 · · ·uik1−1,1,ik1,1ui0,2,i1,2 · · ·uikr−1,r,ikr ,ru j0,1, j1,1 · · ·u jl1−1,1, jl1,1u j0,2, j1,2 · · ·u jls−1,s, jls,s
]
.
If the ui, j’s were independent and distributed asNC
(
0, 1n
)
, the result would be easily proved because
most of these expectations would be equal to zero. In our case, the difficulty is that, according to
Proposition 5.6, lots of expectations do not vanish and they are expressed with the Weingarten func-
tion (which is a very complicated function). However, we notice that when these expectations do not
vanish as in the Gaussian case, Wg(id) never occurs in (37), so that they are negligible thanks to (38).
At last, it is easy to conclude the proof of Lemma 5.5 thanks to Lemma 5.8. Indeed, for any integers
q 6= s, we have from (1) of Lemma 5.8 that E
[
Gqn,k0G
s
n,k0
]
= o(1). Moreover, we have
E
[∣∣Gn,k0∣∣2q] = nqE
(∑
i
νic∗i
k0
∑
k=1
Ak
zk+1i
bi
)q∑
i′
νi′c∗i′
k0
∑
k′=1
Ak′
θ k′+1i′
bi′
q
= ∑
i1,...,iq
i′1,...,i′q
q
∏
t=1
νitν i′t ∑
k1,...,kq
k′1,...,k′q
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1bi1
√
nc∗i′1A
k′1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqbiq
√
nc∗i′qA
k′qbi′q
]
= ∑
i1,...,iq
i′1,...,i′q
q
∏
t=1
νitν i′t ∑
σ∈Sq
q
∏
t=1
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
1−
(
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
)k0
zit zi′σ(t)−b2
b∗i′σ(t)bitc
∗
itci′σ(t)+o(1)
= q!× (σ2−ηk0)q+o(1)
where for σ is given by (33) and |ηk0|< σ2 · ( bb+2ε )2k0 .
• Proof of step two : Vanishing of the tail of the sum.
Our goal here is to prove that the rest can be neglected, i.e. that for all δ > 0, there exists a large
enough integer k0 such that for any t ∈ {1, . . . , p} and for E n the event of Lemma 3.2 above,
limsup
n→∞
E
(
1E n×
∣∣∣√n ∑
k>k0
c∗t Akbt
zk+1t
∣∣∣) ≤ δ .(39)
First, using the fact that
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣z−k−1t c∗t Akbt∣∣∣]≤ ‖B‖op‖C‖opC1 (b+ ε)k(b+2ε)k+1 ,
it is easy to show that for a large enough positive constant C (depending only on ε), we have
√
n ∑
k>C logn
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣z−k−1t c∗t Akbt∣∣∣] = o(1) .
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Now, we only need to prove that
∀δ > 0, ∃k0, for all n large enough, ∑
k0<k<C logn
√
n
|zt |k+1
√
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣2]≤ δ .
At first, we notice that
E
(
1E n×
∣∣∣√nC logn∑
k=k0
c∗t Akbt
zk+1t
∣∣∣) ≤ C logn∑
k=k0
√
n
|zt |k+1 E
(
1E n×
∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣) ≤ C logn∑
k=k0
√
n
|zt |k+1
√
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣2]
Then we condition with respect to the σ -algebra of U, i.e. write
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣2]= E[1E n×EP(∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣2)]= E[1E n×EP(c∗t Akbtb∗t (A∗)kct)] .
Let us now remember that we have supposed, at (19), that P= BC is invariant, in law, by conjugation
by any unitary matrix. Hence one can introduce a Haar-distributed unitary matrix V, independent of
all other random variables, and write P
(d)
=VPV∗, so that
EP
(
c∗t A
kbtb∗t (A
∗)kct
)
= EP
(
TrAkbtb∗t (A
∗)kctc∗t
)
(40)
= EP
(
EV
(
TrAkVbtb∗t V
∗(A∗)kVctc∗t V
∗
))
,
where EV denotes the expectation with respect to the randomness of V.
Then, we shall use the following lemma, whose proof is postponed to Section 6.4.
Lemma 5.9. Let V be an n×n Haar-distributed unitary matrix and let A, B, C, D be some determin-
istic n×n matrices. Then
ETrAVBV∗CVDV∗ =
1
n2−1 {TrACTrBTrD+TrATrCTrBD}(41)
− 1
n(n2−1) {TrACTrBD+TrATrCTrBTrD} .
By this lemma, one easily gets
|EV
(
TrAkVbtb∗t V
∗(A∗)kVctc∗t V
∗
)
| ≤ 2
n−1
(
‖Ak‖2op+
∣∣Tr(Ak)∣∣2)‖B‖2op‖C‖2op
hence as B and C are supposed to be bounded, there is a constant C such that
EP
(
c∗t A
kbtb∗t (A
∗)kct
)
≤ C
n
(
‖Ak‖2op+
∣∣Tr(Ak)∣∣2) .
Then, we use the following lemma, a weaker version of [6, Theorem 1].
Lemma 5.10. There exists a positive constant K such that for all k ≤C logn, for all large enough n,
E
[∣∣Tr(Ak)∣∣2] ≤ K (b+ ε)2k .
By (40) and Lemma 5.10, for all k ≤C logn, there exists some positive constant C′ such that√
E
[
1E n×
∣∣∣c∗t Akbt∣∣∣2]≤ C′(b+ ε)k√n .
Hence as |zt | ≥ b+2ε for n large enough, (39) is proved.
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5.2.2. Proof of Lemma 5.4. The proof relies on the same tricks of the proof of Lemma 5.3, using the
already noticed fact that for |z|> b+2ε ,
1E nX
z
n =
√
n1E n ∑
k≥1
C
Ak
zk+1
B,
so that
∂
∂ z
1E nX
z
n = −
√
n1E n ∑
k≥1
(k+1)C
Ak
zk+2
B.
5.3. Proof of Lemma 5.1. To prove Lemma 5.1, we shall need to do a Taylor expansion of Fθij (z).
From now on, we fix a compact set K and consider z∈K. Recall that Fθij (z) and Xzn have been defined
respectively at (29) and (32) as
Fθij (z) = det
(
I−C
((
θi+n−1/(2pi, j)z
)
I−A
)−1
B
)
Xzn =
√
nC
(
(zI−A)−1− z−1
)
B,
hence, using Lemma 5.4 and the convergence of Xzn to Xz established at Section 5.2,
Fθij (z) = det
(
I− 1
θi+n−1/(2pi, j)z
J− 1√
n
Xθi+n
−1/(2pi, j)z
n
)
= det
(
I−θ−1i J+θ−1i
(
1− 1
1+n−1/(2pi, j)zθ−1i
)
J− 1√
n
Xθi +o
(
1√
n
))
= det
(
I−θ−1i J+ zδnθ−2i J+
1√
n
G
)
where we define
δn :=
θi
z
(
1− 1
1+n−1/(2pi, j)zθ−1i
)
= n−1/(2pi, j)(1+o(1)) and G=−Xθi +o(1).
Let us write J by blocks
J =
 ∗ (0) (0)(0) J(θi) (0)
(0) (0) ∗

where J(θi) is the part with the blocks associated to θi. And so, we write
I−θ−1i J =
 N
′ (0) (0)
(0) N (0)
(0) (0) N′′

where N′ and N′′ are invertible matrices and N is the diagonal by blocks matrix
N = I−θ−1i diag(Rpi,1(θi), . . . ,Rpi,1(θi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βi,1 blocks
, . . . . . . ,Rpi,αi (θi), . . . ,Rpi,αi (θi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βi,αi blocks
)
= −θ−1i diag(Rpi,1(0), . . . ,Rpi,1(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βi,1 blocks
, . . . . . . ,Rpi,αi (0), . . . ,Rpi,αi (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βi,αi blocks
)(42)
with Rp(θ) as defined at (3) for p an integer and θ ∈ C.
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Let us now expand the determinant det
(
I−θ−1i J+ zδnθ−2i J+n−1/2G
)
using the columns re-
placement approach of following formula, where the Mk’s and the Hk’s are the columns of two r× r
matrices M and H (that one will think of as an error term, even though the formula below is exact)
det(M+H) = det(M)+
r
∑
k=1
det
(
M1
∣∣M2∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hk∣∣ . . . ∣∣Mr)+ ∑
1≤k1<k2≤r
det
(
M1
∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hk1∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hk2∣∣ . . . ∣∣Mr)
+ . . . + ∑
1≤k1<k2<···<ks≤r
det
(
M1
∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hk1∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hks∣∣ . . . ∣∣Mr)
+ . . . +
r
∑
k=1
det
(
H1
∣∣H2∣∣ . . . ∣∣Mk∣∣ . . . ∣∣Hr)+det(H)
We shall use this formula with M = I− θ−1i J and H = zδnθ−2i J+ n−1/2G, and we shall keep only
higher terms. It means that the determinant is a summation of determinants of M where some of
the columns are replaced by the corresponding column of zδnθ−2i J or of n
−1/2G. Recall that M has
several columns of zeros (the ones corresponding to null columns of N), so we know that we have to
replace at least these columns to get a non-zero determinant. Moreover, we won’t replace the columns
of N′ or N′′ because this would necessarily make appear negligible terms (recall that N′ and N′′ are
invertible), so all the non-negligible determinants will be factorizable by det(N′)det(N′′). So now, let
us understand what are the non-negligible terms in the summation.
To make things clear, let us start with an example. We choose pi, j = 3 and the matrix N given, via
(42), by
N = −θ−1i

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 (0)
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
(0) 0 0 0
0

,
we know we have to replace at least 3 columns (the first, the fifth and the last ones) which correspond
to the first column of each diagonal blocks, and we shall deal with one block at the time. Let us deal
with the first one. If we replace this column by the corresponding column of zδnθ−2i J, we get
zδn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
θi
1
θi 0 0
0 0 1θi 0
(0)
0 1θi
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
We see that in this case, some non linearly independent columns appear. It follows that once one
has replaced a null column by a column from zδnθ−2i J, the whole block needs to be replaced to get a
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non zero determinant :
zδn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
θi
1
θi 0 0
0 0 1θi 0
(0)
0 1θi
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−→ (zδn)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
θi
1
θ2i
0 0
0 1θi
1
θi 0
(0)
0 1θi
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−→ (zδn)3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
θi
1
θ2i
0 0
0 1θi
1
θ2i
0
(0)
1
θi
1
θi
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−→ (zδn)4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
θi
1
θ2i
0 0
0 1θi
1
θ2i
0
(0)
1
θi
1
θ2i
0 1θi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
Another possibility to fill a null column would be to replace it by the corresponding one in n−1/2G:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
g1,1 1θi 0 0
g2,1 0 1θi 0
g3,1 0 0 1θi
g4,1 0 0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
We obtain an invertible block directly (i.e. without having to replace the whole block as above).
However, in this example, δn n−1/2 (because pi, j = 3), this term might be negligible. If δ 4n  n−1/2,
then first choice is relevant (the other would be negligible), or else, if δ 4n  n−1/2, we would make
the second choice.
Our strategy is to choose J on the blocks of size p< pi, j (because δ pn  n−1/2) and G on the blocks
of size p > pi, j (because δ pn  1√n ). For the blocks of size p = pi, j, we can choose both (because
δ pi, jn ≈ 1√n ). So in our example, the non negligible terms are
det
(
G1√
n
∣∣N2∣∣N3∣∣N4∣∣zδnθ 2i J5
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J6
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J7
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J8
)
= −z4 · δ
4
n√
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
g1,1 1θi 0 0
(0)
g2,1 0 1θi 0
g3,1 0 0 1θi
g4,1 0 0 0
g5,1
(0)
1
θi
1
θ2i
0 0
g6,1 0 1θi
1
θ2i
0
g7,1 0 0 1θi 0
g8,1 0 0 0 1θi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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and
det
(
G1√
n
∣∣N2∣∣N3∣∣N4∣∣G5√n∣∣N6∣∣N7∣∣zδnθ 2i J8
)
= −z · δn
n
·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
g1,1 1θi 0 0 g1,5
(0)
g2,1 0 1θi 0 g2,5
g3,1 0 0 1θi g3,5
g4,1 0 0 0 g4,5
g5,1
(0)
g5,5 1θi 0 0
g6,1 g6,5 0 1θi 0
g7,1 g7,5 0 0 0
g8,1 g8,5 0 0 1θi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
and one can easily notice that the sum of the non negligible terms is
det
(
G1√
n
∣∣N2∣∣N3∣∣N4∣∣zδnθ 2i J5
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J6
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J7
∣∣zδn
θ 2i
J8
)
+det
(
G1√
n
∣∣N2∣∣N3∣∣N4∣∣G5√n∣∣N6∣∣N7∣∣zδnθ 2i J8
)
=
z
θ 6i
1
n
1+ 12pi, j
∣∣∣∣∣g4,1 g4,5g7,1 g7,5− z3θi
∣∣∣∣∣ + o
(
1
n
1+ 12pi, j
)
.
Now that this example is well understood, let us treat the general case :
– We know that there are βi,1+ · · ·+βi, j−1 blocks of size larger than pi, j so we will replace the
first column of each of these blocks by the corresponding column of n−1/2G.
– For all the blocks of lower size, we replace all the columns by the corresponding column of
zδnθ−2i J. The number of such columns is pii, j := βi, j+1× pi, j+1+ · · ·βi,αi× pi,αi .
– We also know that there are βi, j blocks of size pi, j and for each block, we have two choices
so that represents 2βi, j non negligible terms.
And so, we conclude that :
• The statement holds for γi, j = 12
j−1
∑
l=1
βi,l +
pii, j
2pi, j
+
1
2
βi, j.
• All the non negligible terms are factorizable by zpii, j .
• Using notations from (8), we define the matrices
Mθi,Ij := [g
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)−
`∈L(i, j)−
Mθi,IIj := [g
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)−
`∈L(i, j)
Mθi,IIIj := [g
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)
`∈L(i, j)−
Mθi,IVj := [g
θi
k,`]k∈K(i, j)
`∈L(i, j)
and with a simple calculation, one can sum up all the non-negligible terms by
C · z
pii, j
nγi, j
∣∣∣∣∣ Mθi,Ij Mθi,IIjMθi,IIIj Mθi,IVj − zpi, jθi Iβi, j
∣∣∣∣∣+o
(
1
nγi, j
)
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where C is a deterministic constant equal to ± a power of θ−1i . Then, using a well-know
formula (see for example Eq. (A1) of [1] p. 414), we have∣∣∣∣∣ Mθi,Ij Mθi,IIjMθi,IIIj Mθi,IVj − zpi, jθi Iβi, j
∣∣∣∣∣ = θ−βi, ji det(Mθi,Ij )det(θi(Mθi,IVj −Mθi,IIIj (Mθi,Ij )−1 Mθi,IIj )− zpi, jIβi, j) .
• Thanks to Lemma 5.3, we know that
E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
= 0, E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
=
b2
θiθi′
1
θiθi′−b2
e∗kCC
∗ek′ e∗`′B
∗Be`,
and from (31), we write
e∗kCC
∗ek′ e∗`′B
∗Be` = e∗kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ e∗`′J
∗Q∗QJe`
then, from the definition of the set L(i, j), we know that if ` ∈ L(i, j) then Je` = θie`, so,
finally,
E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
= 0, E
(
mθik,` m
θi′
k′,`′
)
=
b2
θiθi′−b2
e∗kQ
−1(Q−1)∗ek′ e∗`′Q
∗Qe`.
6. PROOFS OF THE TECHNICAL RESULTS
6.1. Proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Lemma 6.1. There exists a constant C1, independent of n, such that with probability tending to one,
sup
|z|=b+ε
∥∥(zI−A)−1∥∥op ≤ C1.
Proof. Note that for any η > 0,
‖(zI−A)−1‖op ≤ 1η ⇐⇒ ν
z([−η ,η ]) = 0,
where νz := 12n ∑
n
i=1(δ−szi +δszi ) and the s
z
i ’s are the singular values of zI−A.
By Corollary 10 of [19], for any z such that |z|> b, there is βz such that with probability tending to
one,
νz([−βz,βz]) = 0.
It follows from standard perturbation inequalities that with probability tending to one, for any z′ such
that |z′− z|< βz2 ,
νz
′
([−βz
2
,
βz
2
]) = 0.
Then with a compacity argument, one concludes easily. 
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6.1.1. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Note first that thanks to the Cauchy formula, for all x ∈ C,
|x|< b+ ε =⇒ ∀k ≥ 0, xk = 1
2ipi
∫
|z|=b+ε
zk
z− xdz.
Moreover, by [19, Th. 2], the spectral radius ofA converges in probability to b, so that with probability
tending to one, by application of the holomorphic functional calculus (which is working even for non-
Hermitian matrices) to A,
∀k ≥ 0, Ak = 1
2ipi
∫
|z|=b+ε
zk (z−A)−1 dz.
Thus with probability tending to one,
∀k ≥ 0, ‖Ak‖op ≤ 12pi sup|z|=b+ε
‖(zI−A)−1‖op×
∫
|z|=b+ε
|z|kdz.
Then one concludes using the previous lemma.
6.1.2. Proof of Lemma 3.3. Since CAkB is a square r× r matrix, it suffices to prove that each entry
tends, in probability, to 0. And since B and C are uniformly bounded (see Remark 5.2) , one just has
to show that for all unit vectors b and c,
c∗Akb
(P)−→ 0.(43)
Recall that A= UT and
c∗Akb = ∑
i0,i1,...,ik
ci0bikui0,i1si1ui1,i2si2 · · ·uik−1,iksik ,
and so we have
EU
∣∣c∗Akb∣∣2 = ∑
i0,...,ik
j0,..., jk
ci0c j0bikb jksi1s j1 . . .siks jk E
[
ui0,i1ui1,i2 · · ·uik−1,iku j0, j1u j1, j2 . . .u jk−1, jk .
]
Let (i1, . . . , ik),(i′1, . . . , i
′
k),( j1, . . . , jk) and ( j
′
1, . . . , j
′
k) be k-tuples of intergers lower than n. By
Proposition 5.6, we know that
E
[
ui1, j1 · · ·uik, jkui′1, j′1 · · ·ui′k, j′k
]
6= 0
if and only if there are two permutations σ and τ so that for all p∈ {1, . . . ,k}, iσ(p)= i′p and jτ(p)= j′p.
In our case, we know that for a (i0, . . . , ik) fixed, there will be no more than (k+1)! tuples ( j0, . . . , jk)
leading to a non-zero expectation. By Proposition 5.6 again, we know that all these expectations are
O
(
n−k
)
. So, one concludes with the following computation
EU |c∗Akb|2 ≤ ∑
µ∈Sk+1
∑
i0,...,ik
∣∣∣ci0ciµ(0)bikbiµ(k)∣∣∣s2i1 . . .s2ik×O( 1nk
)
≤ ∑
µ∈Sk+1
∑
i0,...,ik
1
2
[
|ci0|2|bik |2+ |ciµ(0)|2|biµ(k)|2
]
s2i1 . . .s
2
ik×O
(
1
nk
)
≤ (k+1)! ∑
i0,...,ik
|ci0|2|bik |2s2i1 · · ·s2ikO
(
n−k
)
≤
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
s2i
)k−1( n
∑
j=1
|b j|2s2j
)
×O
(
1
n
)
= O
(
1
n
)
.
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6.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Lemma 4.1 is a direct consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let µ be a probability measure whose support is contained in an interval [m,M] ⊂
]0,+∞[. Let µ−1 denote the push-forward of µ by the map t 7−→ 1/t. Then for all x ∈ R, y> 0,
(44) |IGµ−1(x+ iy)| ≤
{
M if x /∈ [1/(2M),2/m],
8M4
m2
∣∣∣IGµ (1x + im2y2 )∣∣∣ otherwise.
Proof. Note that
|IGµ−1(x+ iy)|=
∫ y
(x−1/t)2+ y2µ(dt).
If x /∈ [1/(2M),2/m], then for all t ∈ [m,M], |x−1/t| ≥ 1/(2M), and (44) follows from the fact that
for all y> 0, we have
y
y2+(1/(2M))2
≤M.
If x ∈ [1/(2M),2/m], then for all t ∈ [m,M],
1
2M2
≤ x
t
≤ 2
m2
hence (
x− 1
t
)2
+ y2 =
x2
t2
((
1
x
− t
)2
+
(yt
x
)2)
≥ 1
4M4
((
1
x
− t
)2
+
(
m2y
2
)2)
and (44) follows directly. 
6.3. Proof of Lemma 5.8. First of all, as ‖B‖op and ‖C‖op are bounded (see Remark 5.2) and for
any unitary matrix V, VB
(d)
= B and CV∗
(d)
=C, we know, by for example Theorem 2 of [22], that there
is constant C such that with a probability tending to one,
∀n≥ 1, max
1≤i≤n
1≤ j≤r
|bi, j| ≤ C
√
logn
n
and max
1≤i≤n
1≤ j≤r
|c j,i| ≤ C
√
logn
n
.(45)
6.3.1. Outline of the proof. If we expand the following expectation
E
[
c∗i1A
k1bi1 · · ·c∗iqAkqbiqc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·c∗i′sAlsbi′s
]
(where the expectation is with respect to the randomness of U), we get a summation of terms such as
(46) E
[
ut1,1t1,2 · · ·ut1,k1 t1,k1+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1 factors
· · · ·utq,1tq,2 · · ·utq,kq tq,kq+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
kq factors
ut ′1,1t ′1,2 · · ·ut ′1,l1 t ′1,l1+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l1 factors
· · · ·ut ′s,1t ′s,2 · · ·ut ′s,ls t ′s,ls+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ls factors
]
.
Our goal is to find out which of these terms will be negligible before the others. First, we know
from Proposition 5.6 that the expectation vanishes unless the set of the first indices (resp. second) of
the ui j’s is the same as the set of the first indices (resp. second) of the ui j’s. Secondly, each expectation
is computed thanks to the following formula (see Proposition 5.6):
E
[
ui1, j1 · · ·uik, jkui′1, j′1 · · ·ui′k, j′k
]
= ∑
σ ,τ∈Sk
δi1,i′σ(1) . . .δik,i′σ(k)δ j1, j′τ(1) . . .δ jk, j′τ(k) Wg(τσ
−1),(47)
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Then, by (38) of Proposition 5.6, we know that the prevailing terms are the ones involving Wg(id),
i.e. those allowing to match the i’s in the ui j’s with the i′’s in the ui′ j′’s thanks to a permutation
which also matches j’s in the ui j’s with the j′’s in the ui′ j′’s. To prove the second part of Lemma 5.8,
we shall characterize such terms among those of the type of (46) and prove that the other ones are
negligible. To prove the first part of the lemma, we shall prove that only negligible terms occur, i.e.
that if
{
k1, . . . ,kq
}
m 6= {l1, . . . , ls}m, then Wg(id) can never occur in (46). Then, the third part of the
lemma is only a straightforward summation following from the first and second parts.
6.3.2. Proof of (2) of Lemma 5.8: Now, we reformulate the (2) from Lemma 5.8 this way : let
k1 > k2 > · · ·> kq be distinct positive integers and m1, . . . ,mq positive integers, and let
(
iα,β
)
1≤β≤q
1≤α≤mβ
and
(
i′α,β
)
1≤β≤q
1≤α≤mβ
be some integers of {1, . . . ,r}. Our goal is to prove that
E
[√
nc∗i1,1A
k1bi1,1
√
nc∗i′1,1A
k1bi′1,1 · · ·
√
nc∗im1,1A
k1bim1,1
√
nc∗i′m1,1
Ak1bi′m1,1
×
√
nc∗i1,2A
k2bi1,2
√
nc∗i′1,2A
k2bi′1,2 · · · · · ·
√
nc∗imq,qA
kqbimq,q
√
nc∗i′mq,qA
kqbi′mq,q
]
= b2∑kimi×
q
∏
t=1
[
∑
µt∈Smt
mt
∏
s=1
(
b∗i′µt (s),t
bis,t · c∗is,tci′µt (s),t
)]
+o(1).
We will denote the coordinate of biα,β :
(
b
iα,β
t
)
1≤t≤n
. We write
c∗iα,βA
k1biα,β = ∑
1≤t0,...,tk1≤n
c
iα,β
t0 ut0,t1st1ut1,t2st2 · · ·utk1−1,tk1 stk1 b
iα,β
tk1
.(48)
In order to simply notation, we shall use bold letters to designate tuples of consecutive indices. For
example, we set ti, j := (t0,i, j, t1,i, j, . . . , tk j,i, j) and write
uti, j := ut0,i, j,t1,i, j · · ·utk j−1,i, j,tk j ,i, j ; sti, j := st1,i, j · · ·stk j ,i, j ,(49)
so if we expand the whole expectation in (48) with respect to the randomness of U, we get terms as
E ut1,1 · · ·utm1,1 ut′1,1 · · ·ut′m1,1 · · · · ut1,q · · ·utmq,q ut′1,q · · ·ut′mq,q
= E ∏
1≤c≤q
∏
1≤b≤mc
∏
0≤a≤kc−1
uta,b,c,ta+1,b,cut ′a,b,c,t ′a+1,b,c,
and by Proposition 5.6, for this expectation to be non-zero, the set of the first indices (resp. second)
of the ui, j’s must be the same than the set of the first indices (resp. second) of the ui, j’s, which can be
expressed by the following equalities of multisets7{
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1
}
m ={
t ′a,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1
}
m
(50)
7Recall that the notion of multiset has been defined before Lemma 5.8: a multiset is roughly a collection of elements
with possible repetitions (as in tuples) but where the order of appearance is insignificant (contrarily to tuples). For
example,
{1,2,2,3}m = {3,2,1,2}m 6= {1,2,3}m .
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ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc
}
m ={
t ′a,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc
}
m
(51)
For now on, we denote by N = ∑miki and by ρ = ∑mi.
To make a better use of these multisets equalities, we shall need to reason on the ta,b,c’s which are
pairwise distincts and so, in a first place, we prove that the summation over the non pairwise indices
is negligible.
To do so, we deduce first from (50) and (51) that for any fixed collection of indices (ta,b,c), there
is only a O(1) choices of collection of indices (t ′a,b,c) leading to a non vanishing expectation. Then,
noticing that
Card
{
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc
}
= O
(
nN+ρ−1
)
,
(where N = ∑miki and ρ = ∑mi), we know that the summation contains a O
(
nN+ρ−1
)
of terms.
At last, we use the fact that the expectation over the ui, j’s and the ui, j’s is at most O
(
n−N
)
, that
supi si < M and that |bi| and |ci| = O
(√
logn
n
)
(recall (45)), to claim that each term of the sum is at
most a O
(
(logn)2ρn−N−ρ
)
(one should not forget that each cAkb is multiply by
√
n). We conclude
that the summation over the non pairwise distinct indices is a O
(
(logn)2ρ
n
)
.
For now on, we consider only the pairwise distinct indices so that (50) and (51) can be seen as set
equalities (instead of multiset). Also, if one sees the sets as N-tuple, the equalities (50) and (51) means
that there exists two permutations σ1 and σ2 in SN so that for all 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤mq, 0≤ a≤ kq−1
(resp. 1≤ a≤ kq), we have t ′a,b,c = tσ1(a,b,c) (resp. t ′a,b,c = tσ2(a,b,c)).
Remark 6.3. The notation tσ1(a,b,c) is a little improper: the set
{(a,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1}
is identified with {1, . . . ,N} thanks to the colexicographical order (where N = ∑miki).
Thanks to the Proposition 5.6 and the Remark 5.7, we know that the expectation of the uta,b,c’s and
the ut ′a,b,c’s is equal to Wg(σ1 ◦σ
−1
2 ) and so, we know that we can neglect all of these with σ1 6= σ2.
For now on, we suppose σ1 = σ2.
One needs to understand that the sets
{
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a< kc
}
and{
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc
}
are very similar except for the shift for the first index.
Due to this likeness and the fact that they are both mapped onto the t ′a,b,c’s in the same way (i.e.
σ1 = σ2), we prove that the choice of σ1 is very specific :
– First, using the distinctness of the indices, it easy to see that the equalities (50) and (51) lead
us to these new equalities of sets{
t0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
,(52)
and {
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′kc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
,(53)
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– According to the equality (52), we know that
{
t0,b,c, 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
is an invariant set of
σ1. Indeed, we know that{
tσ1(0,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
} ⊂ {t ′a,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1} ,
and with the condition (52), to avoid non pairwise distinct indices, we must have{
tσ1(0,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
,
and so, we deduce that{
t0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
tσ1(0,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
.
– As σ1 = σ2, σ2 permutes
{
t1,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
in the same way (actually, the sets
{(a,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1} and {(a,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ p, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc}
are indentified to the same set (with cardinality N) thanks to the colexicographical order, and so, the
action of σ1 and σ2 must be seen on this common set).
– As each element of
{
t1,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
has only one corresponding t ′d,e, f (indeed
by (50) and (51) and as the t’s and the t ′’s are pairwise distinct, to each t corresponds a unique t ′), we
deduce that σ1 permutes
{
t1,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
in the same way (indeed, it allows to claim
that (
tσ1(1,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
)
=
(
tσ2(1,b,c) ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
)
as N-tuples.
– As σ1 = σ2, we know that σ2 permutes
{
t2,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
in the same way, and
so on until one shows that σ2 permutes
{
tkq,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
in the same way.
– However, according to (53), we know that
{
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
is an invariant set
of σ2.
Therefore, as
{
tkq,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
and
{
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
are invariant
sets by σ2, we know that{
tkq,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc
}∩{tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc} = {tkq,b,q ; 1≤ b≤ mq}
is also an invariant set of σ2 and we deduce that σ1 permutes in the same way every set of the form{
tl,b,q, 1≤ b≤ mq
}
for l ∈ {0,kq−1}. And so, we rewrite the equalities (52) and (53){
t0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q−1, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q−1, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
,(54)
and {
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q−1, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′kc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ q−1, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
,(55)
and one can make an induction on q to show that there exist µ1 ∈ Sm1 , µ2 ∈ Sm2, . . . ,µq ∈ Smq such
that for all 1≤ c≤ q, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc, we have
t ′a,b,c = tσ1(a,b,c) = ta,µc(b),c
and so, to sum up, we deduce that the non negligible terms that we get when we expand the whole
expectation are terms such as
E ∏
1≤c≤q
∏
1≤b≤mc
∏
0≤a≤kc−1
uta,b,c,ta+1,b,cuta,µc(b),c,ta+1,µc(b),c
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where for all c, µc belongs to Smc and so, one can easily deduce that
E
[√
nc∗i1,1A
k1bi1,1
√
nc∗i′1,1A
k1bi′1,1 · · ·
√
nc∗im1,1A
k1bim1,1
√
nc∗i′m1,1
Ak1bi′m1,1
×
√
nc∗i1,2A
k2bi1,2
√
nc∗i′1,2A
k2bi′1,2 · · · · · ·
√
nc∗imq,qA
kqbimq,q
√
nc∗i′mq,qA
kqbi′mq,q
]
=
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
s2i
)N−ρ
·
q
∏
u=1
 ∑
µu∈Smu
mu
∏
s=1
 ∑
1≤t0,s,u≤n
1≤tku,s,u≤n
b
i′µu(s),u
tku,s,u
bis,utku,s,us
2
tku,s,u
cis,ut0,s,uc
i′µu(s),u
t0,s,u

+o(1)
= b2N×
q
∏
u=1
[
∑
µu∈Smu
mu
∏
s=1
(
b∗i′µu(s),u
bis,u · c∗is,uci′µu(s),u
)]
+o(1),
and we can conclude.
Remark 6.4. We used the fact that
1
n
n
∑
i=1
s2i = b
2+o(1)(56)
n
∑
j=1
b
iα,β
j b
iγ,δ
j s
2
j = b
2b∗iα,βbiγ,δ +o(1).(57)
The relation (56) is obvious and the (57) can be proved using the fact P is invariant, in law, by
conjugation by any unitary matrix (we explained at Section 2.4 that we can add this hypothesis).
6.3.3. Proof of (1) of Lemma 5.8: The proof of (1) goes along the same lines as the previous proof.
Our goal is to show that
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1bi1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqbiq
√
nc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗i′sA
lsbi′s
]
= o(1) .
At first, one can notice that if ∑ki 6= ∑ l j, the expectation is equal to zero. We assume now that
∑ki = ∑ l j, and let N denote the common value. Then, we distinguish two cases.
• First case : q = s
Then we can also focus on the “pairwise distinct indices” summation, by similar argument as in
the previous proof. We suppose that there exists j such that k j 6= l j (otherwise, one should read the
previous proof). Our goal is to show that there is no expectation equal to Wg(id) (which means that
we cannot have σ1 = σ2) in that case and so we shall conclude that
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1bi1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqbiq
√
nc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗i′qA
lqbi′q
]
= O
(
1
n
)
.
Let us gather the ki’s which are equal and in order to simply the expressions, we shall use notations
in the same spirit than (49)
√
n(c∗Akαb)iα :=
√
nc∗i1,αA
kαbi1,α · · ·
√
nc∗imα ,αA
kαbimα ,α ,√
n(c∗A`βb)i′β :=
√
nc∗i′1,β
A`βbi′1,β · · ·
√
nc∗i′nβ ,β
A`βbi′nβ ,β
,(58)
so that we rewrite our expectation
E
[√
n(c∗Ak1b)i1 · · ·
√
n(c∗Akrb)ir
√
n(c∗A`1b)i′1 · · ·
√
n(c∗A`sb)i′s
]
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with ∑ri=1 miki = ∑
s
j=1 n jl j and k1 > · · · > kr and l1 > · · · > ls. Without loss of generality, we shall
assume that (kr,mr) 6= (ls,ns) (indeed, otherwise, we can start the induction from the previous proof
until we find an integer x such that (kr−x,mr−x) 6= (ls−x,ns−x) to show that the expectation is equal to
E
[√
n(c∗Ak1b)i1 · · ·
√
n(c∗Akr−xb)ir−x
√
n(c∗A`1b)i′1 · · ·
√
n(c∗A`s−xb)i′s−x
]
×
r
∏
t=r−x+1
∑
µt∈Smt
mt
∏
s=1
E
[√
nc∗is,tA
ktbis,t
√
nc∗i′µt (s),t
Aktbi′µt (s),t
]
+o(1) ,
and the following of the proof is the same). We shall also assume that kr ≤ ls.
According to Proposition 5.6, we have the following equalities{
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc, 0≤ a≤ kc−1
}
=
{
t ′a,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc, 0≤ a≤ lc−1
}
,
(59)
and {
ta,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc, 1≤ a≤ kc
}
=
{
t ′a,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc, 1≤ a≤ lc
}
,
(60)
and let σ1 and σ2 the two permutations describing these equalities. Let us prove by contradiction that
σ1 6= σ2 and so let us suppose that σ1 = σ2. As we consider only pairwise distinct indices, we have
also {
t0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′0,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc
}
,(61)
and {
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′lc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc
}
,(62)
According to the fact that σ1 = σ2 and (61), we can deduce that{
tkr,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc
}
=
{
t ′kr,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc
}
,(63)
and here comes the contradiction. Indeed, if kr < ls, then{
t ′lc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc
}∩{t ′kr,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc}= /0,
otherwise, kr = ls (which means mr 6= ns), let us suppose mr < ns, so that
Card
{
t ′lc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc
}∩{t ′kr,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ s, 1≤ b≤ nc} = ns
however,
Card
{
tkc,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mc
}∩{tkr,b,c ; 1≤ c≤ r, 1≤ b≤ mr} = mr,
which is, according to (62) and (63), impossible.
• Second case : q 6= s
Without loss of generality, we suppose that q > s. We cannot consider here the pairwise distinct
indices simply because the cardinal of the ti, j’s is different than the one of the t ′i, j’s.
Expanding the product
E
[√
nc∗i1A
k1bi1 · · ·
√
nc∗iqA
kqbiq
√
nc∗i′1A
l1bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗i′sA
lsbi′s
]
,
we get terms such as
EU
[
ut0,1,t1,1 · · ·utk1−1,1,tk1,1ut0,2,t1,2 · · ·utkq−1,q,tkq,qut ′0,1,t ′1,1 · · ·ut ′l1−1,1,t ′l1,1ut ′0,2,t ′1,2 · · ·ut ′ls−1,s,t ′ls,s
]
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According to Proposition 3.1, for the expectation to be non zero, one needs to have the equality of
sets
{t0,1, t1,1, . . . , tk1−1,1, t0,2, . . . , tk2−1,2, . . . , tkq−1,q} = {t ′0,1, t ′1,1, . . . , t ′l1−1,1, t ′0,2, . . . , t ′l2−1,2, . . . , t ′ls−1,s},
{t1,1, t2,1, . . . , tk1,1, t1,2, . . . , tk2,2, t1,3, . . . , tkq,q} = {t ′1,1, t ′2,1, . . . , t ′l1,1, t ′1,2, . . . , t ′l2,2, t ′1,3, . . . , t ′ls,s}.
Set A :=
{
ta,b, 1≤ b≤ r, 0≤ a≤ kb
}
and B =
{
t ′a,b, 1≤ b≤ s, 0≤ a≤ lb
}
. According to the
previous inequalities, to (45) and to the fact that all the expectations are O
(
n−N
)
, we write∣∣∣E[√nc∗i1Ak1bi1 · · ·√nc∗iqAkqbiq√nc∗i′1Al1bi′1 · · ·√nc∗i′sAlsbi′s]∣∣∣
≤ C4q log
2q(n)
n2q
·n q+s2 · ∑
t0,1,...,tk1,1
...
t0,q,...,tkq,q
∑
µ∈BA
q
∏
a=1
st1,asµ(t1,a) · · ·sµ(tka,a)×O
(
n−N
)
≤ O
(
log2q(n) ·n q+s2 −N−2q
)
∑
µ∈BA
t0,1,...,tk1,1
...
t0,q,...,tkq,q
1
2
[
q
∏
a=1
s2t1,a · · ·s2tka,a +
q
∏
a=1
s2µ(t1,a) · · ·s2µ(tka,a)
]
On the one hand,
∑
µ∈BA
t0,1,...,tk1,1
...
t0,q,...,tkq,q
q
∏
a=1
s2t1,a · · ·s2tka,a ≤ Card(B
A )×Card({1, . . . ,n}N+q)×M2N = O(nN+q) .
On the other,
∑
µ∈BA
t0,1,...,tk1,1
...
t0,q,...,tkq,q
q
∏
a=1
s2µ(t1,a) · · ·s2µ(tka,a) = O(1)× ∑
t ′0,1,...,t
′
l1,1
...
t ′0,s,...,t
′
ls,s
s
∏
a=1
s2t ′l1,a
· · ·s2t ′la,a = O
(
nN+s
)
.
Indeed, for any fixed J = {t ′0,1, t ′1,1, . . . , t ′l1,1, t ′0,2, . . . , t ′l2,2, . . . , t ′ls,s}, there are O(1) of µ’s inSI→J
and I = {t0,1, t1,1, . . . , tk1,1, t0,2, . . . , tk2,2, . . . , tkq,q} such that µ(I) = J.
Therefore,∣∣∣EU [√nc∗i1Ak1bi1 · · ·√nc∗iqAkqbiq√nc∗i′1Al1bi′1 · · ·√nc∗i′sAlsbi′s]∣∣∣ = O(log2q(n) ·n− q−s2 ) ,
and, since q> s, it is at least a O
(
log2q(n)√
n
)
.
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6.3.4. Proof of (3) of Lemma 5.8: If
{
k1, . . . ,kq
}
m 6=
{
k′1, . . . ,k
′
q
}
m, we know that it contributes to
the o(1). So we rewrite
k0
∑
k1,...,kq=1
k′1,...,k′q=1
E
 q∏
α=1
√
nc∗iα
Akα
zkα+1i1
biα
√
nc∗i′α
Ak′α
zk
′
α+1
i′α
bi′α

=
k0
∑
k1,...,kq=1
k0
∑
k′1,...,k′q=1
{k1,...,kq}m={k′1,...,k′q}m
E
 q∏
α=1
√
nc∗iα
Akα
zkα+1i1
biα
√
nc∗i′α
Ak′α
zk
′
α+1
i′α
bi′α
+o(1) .
Then, we fixed (k1, . . . ,kq), and let us calculate
k0
∑
k′1,...,k′q=1
{k1,...,kq}m={k′1,...,k′q}m
E
 q∏
α=1
√
nc∗iα
Akα
zkα+1i1
biα
√
nc∗i′α
Ak′α
zk
′
α+1
i′α
bi′α
 ,(64)
to do so, we will use the previous notations and writek1, . . . ,k1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1
,k2, . . . ,k2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m2
, . . . ,ks, . . . ,ks︸ ︷︷ ︸
ms

and we shall show that (64) doesn’t depend on the mi’s but depends only on q = ∑miki. We rewrite
the summation
∑
{k′1,...,k′q}m={k1,...,ks}m
E
√nc∗i1,1 Ak1zk1+1i1,1 bi1,1
√
nc∗i′1,1
Ak′1
zk
′
1+1
i′1,1
bi′1,1 · · ·
√
nc∗im1,1
Ak1
zk1+1im1,1
bim1,1
√
nc∗i′m1,1
Ak
′
m1
z
k′m1+1
i′m1,1
bi′m1,1
√
nc∗i1,2
Ak2
zk2+1i1,2
bi1,2
√
nc∗i′1,2
Ak
′
m1+1
z
k′m1+1+1
i′1,2
bi′1,2 · · ·
√
nc∗im2,2
Ak2
zk2+1im2,2
bim2,2
√
nc∗i′m2,2
Ak
′
m1+m2
z
k′m1+m2+1
i′m2,2
bi′m2,2
(65)
· · ·√nc∗ims,s
Aks
zks+1ims,s
bims,s
√
nc∗i′ms,s
Ak′q
z
k′q+1
i′ms,s
bi′ms,s
 .
We gather the ki’s which are equal, so we rewrite the summation thanks to permutations of the set
I = {(α,β ), 1≤ β ≤ s, 1≤ α ≤ ms} :
∑
µ∈SI
E
√nc∗i1,1 Ak1zk1+1i1,1 bi1,1
√
nc∗i′µ(1,1)
Ak1
zk1+1i′µ(1,1)
bi′µ(1,1) · · ·
√
nc∗im1,1
Ak1
zk1+1im1,1
bim1,1
√
nc∗i′µ(m1,1)
Ak1
zk1+1i′µ(m1,1)
bi′µ(m1,1)
√
nc∗i1,2
Ak2
zk2+1i1,2
bi1,2
√
nc∗i′µ(1,2)
Ak2
zk2+1i′µ(1,2)
bi′µ(1,2) · · ·
√
nc∗ims,s
Aks
zks+1ims,s
bims,s
√
nc∗i′µ(ms,s)
Aks
zks+1i′µ(ms,s)
bi′µ(ms,s)

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except that we count several times each terms. Indeed, for example, if one wants to rearrange
E
c∗i1,1 Ak1zk1i1,1 bi1,1c∗i2,1
Ak1
zk1i2,1
bi2,1c
∗
i1,2
Ak2
zk2i1,2
bi1,2c∗i′1,1
Ak1
zk1i′1,1
bi′1,1c
∗
i′2,1
Ak2
zk2i′2,1
bi′2,1c
∗
i′1,2
Ak1
zk1i′1,2
bi′1,2
 ,(66)
there are two ways to do it :
E
c∗i1,1 Ak1zk1i1,1 bi1,1c∗i′1,1
Ak1
zk1i′1,1
bi′1,1c
∗
i2,1
Ak1
zk1i2,1
bi2,1c∗i′1,2
Ak1
zk1i′1,2
bi′1,2c
∗
i1,2
Ak2
zk2i1,2
bi1,2c∗i′2,1
Ak2
zk2i′2,1
bi′2,1
 ,
or
E
c∗i1,1 Ak1zk1i1,1 bi1,1c∗i′1,2
Ak1
zk1i′1,2
bi′1,2c
∗
i2,1
Ak1
zk1i2,1
bi2,1c∗i′1,1
Ak1
zk1i′1,1
bi′1,1c
∗
i1,2
Ak2
zk2i1,2
bi1,2c∗i′2,1
Ak2
zk2i′2,1
bi′2,1
 ,
and so (66) would be counted twice. Actually, it is easy to see that µ1 and µ2 give us the same terms
if and only if σ = µ1 ◦µ−12 is a permutation such that for all (i, j) ∈I , σ(i, j) = (i′, j) (it means that
σ doesn’t change the second index). Let us denote by Sk1,...,kq the set of such σ ’s in SI . Then the
expression of (65) rewrites
1
CardSk1,...,kq
∑
µ∈SI
E
 s∏
α=1
mα
∏
β=1
√
nc∗iβ ,α
Akα
zkα+1iβ ,α
biβ ,α
√
nc∗i′µ(β ,α)
Akα
zkα+1i′µ(β ,α)
bi′µ(β ,α)

=
1
CardSk1,...,kq
∑
µ∈SI
∑
σ∈Sk1,...,kq
s
∏
t=1
mt
∏
u=1
1
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
(
b2
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
)kt
b∗i′σ◦µ(u,t)biu,tc
∗
iu,tci′σ◦µ(u,t)+o(1)
=
1
CardSk1,...,kq
∑
σ∈Sk1,...,kq
∑
µ∈SI
s
∏
t=1
mt
∏
u=1
1
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
(
b2
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
)kt
b∗i′µ(u,t)biu,tc
∗
iu,tci′µ(u,t)+o(1)
= ∑
µ∈SI
s
∏
t=1
mt
∏
u=1
1
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
(
b2
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
)kt
b∗i′µ(u,t)biu,tc
∗
iu,tci′µ(u,t)+o(1)
and if we go back to the notation {1, . . . ,kq}, we have
∑
µ∈SI
s
∏
t=1
mt
∏
u=1
1
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
(
b2
ziu,t zi′µ(u,t)
)kt
b∗i′µ(u,t)biu,tc
∗
iu,tci′µ(u,t) =
∑
σ∈Sq
q
∏
t=1
1
zit zi′σ(t)
(
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
)kt
b∗i′σ(t)bit · c
∗
itci′σ(t)
and so
k0
∑
k1,...,kq=1
k′1,...,k′q=1
E
√nc∗i1 Ak1zk1+1i1 bi1
√
nc∗i′1
Ak′1
zk
′
1+1
i′1
bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗iq
Akq
zkq+1iq
bi1,q
√
nc∗i′q
Ak′q
z
k′q+1
i′q
bi′q

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=
k0
∑
k1,...,kq=1
k0
∑
k′1,...,k′q=1
{k1,...,kq}m={k′1,...,k′q}m
E
√nc∗i1 Ak1zk1+1i1 bi1
√
nc∗i′1
Ak′1
zk
′
1+1
i′1
bi′1 · · ·
√
nc∗iq
Akq
zkq+1iq
bi1,q
√
nc∗i′q
Ak′q
z
k′q+1
i′q
bi′q
+o(1)
=
k0
∑
k1,...,kq=1
∑
σ∈Sq
q
∏
t=1
1
zit zi′σ(t)
(
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
)kt
b∗i′σ(t)bit · c
∗
itci′σ(t)+o(1)
= ∑
σ∈Sq
q
∏
t=1
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
1−
(
b2
zit zi′σ(t)
)k0
zit zi′σ(t)−b2
b∗i′σ(t)bitc
∗
itci′σ(t)+o(1) .
This allows to conclude directly.
6.4. Proof of Lemma 5.9. We want to compute
E := ETrAVBV∗CVDV∗.
Let us denote the entries of V by vi j, the entries of A by ai j, the entries of B by bi j. . . Then, expanding
the trace, we have
E = ∑
1≤α,β ,i, j,γ,τ,k,l≤n
E[aαβ vβ ibi jvγ jcγτvτkdklvαl]︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Eα,β ,i, j,γ,τ,k,l
By the left and right invariance of the Haar measure on the unitary group (see Proposition 5.6), for
the expectation of a product of entries of V and V to be non zero, we need each row to appear as
much times in V as in V and each column to appear as much times in V as in V. It follows that for
Eα,β ,i, j,γ,τ,k,l to be non zero, we need to have the equalities of multisets:
{β ,τ}m = {α,γ}m, {i,k}m = { j, l}m
The first condition is equivalent to one of the three conditions
α = β = γ = τ or α = β 6= γ = τ or α = τ 6= β = γ
and the second condition is equivalent to one of the three conditions
i = j = k = l or i = j 6= k = l or i = l 6= j = k.
Hence we have 9 cases to consider below. In each one, the involved moments of the vi j’s are computed
thanks to e.g. Proposition 4.2.3 of [20]: for any a,b,c,d, we have
•• E[|vab|4] = 2n(n+1) ,
•• b 6= d =⇒ E[|vab|2|vcd|2] =

1
n(n+1) if a = c
1
n2−1 if a 6= c
•• a 6= b and c 6= d =⇒ E[vacvadvbdvbc] =− 1n(n2−1)
So let us treat the 9 cases:
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• Under condition α = β = γ = τ and i = j = k = l, we have
∑
α,β ,i, j,γ,τ,k,l
Eα,β ,i, j,γ,τ,k,l =∑
α,i
E[aααvαibiivαicααvαidiivαi] =
2
n(n+1)∑α
aααcαα∑
i
biidii
• Under condition α = β = γ = τ and i = j 6= k = l, we get 1
n(n+1)∑α
aααcαα∑
i6=k
biidkk
• Under condition α = β = γ = τ and i = l 6= j = k, we get 1
n(n+1)∑α
aααcαα∑
i 6= j
bi jd ji
• Under condition α = β 6= γ = τ and i = j = k = l, we get 1
n(n+1) ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i
biidii
• Under condition α = β 6= γ = τ and i = j 6= k = l, we get −1
n(n2−1) ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i 6=k
biidkk
• Under condition α = β 6= γ = τ and i = l 6= j = k, we get 1
n2−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i 6= j
bi jd ji
• Under condition α = τ 6= β = γ and i = j = k = l, we get 1
n(n+1) ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i
biidii
• Under condition α = τ 6= β = γ and i = j 6= k = l, we get 1
n2−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i 6=k
biidkk
• Under condition α = τ 6= β = γ and i = l 6= j = k, we get −1
n(n2−1) ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i 6= j
bi jd ji
Summing up the nine previous sums, we easily get the desired result:
n(n+1)E = 2∑
α
aααcαα∑
i
biidii+∑
α
aααcαα∑
i6=k
biidkk +∑
α
aααcαα∑
i6= j
bi jd ji
+ ∑
α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i
biidii− 1n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i6=k
biidkk +
n
n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i 6= j
bi jd ji
+ ∑
α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i
biidii+
n
n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i6=k
biidkk− 1n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i6= j
bi jd ji
= ∑
α
aααcαα∑
i,k
biidkk +∑
α
aααcαα∑
i, j
bi jd ji
+
n
n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i, j
bi jd ji− 1n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ∑
i,k
biidkk
+
n
n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i,k
biidkk− 1n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα∑
i, j
bi jd ji
= TrBTrD
{
∑
α
aααcαα − 1n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ +
n
n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα
}
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+TrBD
{
∑
α
aααcαα +
n
n−1 ∑α 6=γ
aααcγγ − 1n−1 ∑α 6=β
aαβ cβα
}
=
n
n−1 {TrACTrBTrD+TrATrCTrBD}
− 1
n−1 {TrACTrBD+TrATrCTrBTrD} .
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank J. Novak for discussions on Weingarten calculus.
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